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Abstract
There has been growing interest in how economists can import machine learning
tools designed for prediction to accelerate and automate the model selection process,
while still retaining desirable inference properties for causal parameters. Focusing
on partially linear models, we extend the Double ML framework to allow for (1)
a number of treatments that may grow with the sample size and (2) the analysis
of panel data under sequentially exogenous errors. Our low-dimensional treatment
(LD) regime directly extends the work in [Chernozhukov et al., 2016], by showing
that the coefficients from a second stage, ordinary least squares estimator attain
root-n convergence and desired coverage even if the dimensionality of treatment is
allowed to grow. In a high-dimensional sparse (HDS) regime, we show that second
stage LASSO and debiased LASSO have asymptotic properties equivalent to oracle
estimators with no upstream error. We argue that these advances make Double
ML methods a desirable alternative for practitioners estimating short-term demand
elasticities in non-contractual settings.
∗We would like to thank Vasilis Syrgkanis, Whitney Newey, Anna Mikusheva, Brian Quistorff and
participants of MIT Econometrics Lunch for valuable comments.
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1 Introduction
Estimation of counterfactual outcomes is a key aspect of economic policy analysis and
demands a large portion of the applied economist’s efforts in both industry and academia.
In the absence of explicit exogenous variation – i.e., independence, randomization or
experimentation – applied economists must rely on human judgment to specify a set of
controls that allow them to assign causal interpretation to their estimates. This method
of model selection is highly subjective and labor intensive. In response, there has been
growing interest in the use of Machine Learning (ML) tools to automate and accelerate
the economist’s model selection process [Athey, 2017]. The challenge here is to build
estimators that can leverage ML prediction tools while still retaining desirable inference
properties.
Recent work in econometrics and statistics has demonstrated the potential for use
of ML methods in partialling out the influence of high-dimensional potential controls
([Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013], [Belloni et al., 2016b]). In particular, the Double
ML framework of [Chernozhukov et al., 2016] provides a general recipe for construc-
tion of control functions that can be used for inference on low dimensional treatment
effects. In their partially linear model for cross-sectional data, Double ML requires
first-stage estimation of both treatment and outcome functions of the high-dimensional
controls. Using sample splitting, the out-of-sample residuals from these models represent
exogenous variation that can be used to identify a valid causal effect in a second stage
regression.
We argue that adaptations and extensions of this approach will be useful in a va-
riety of common applied econometric problems. In this paper, we focus on extensions
that will enable application to firm-side demand analysis. In such settings, the econo-
metrician works with panel data on the prices and sales of their firm’s products. They
will typically have available very rich item descriptions – product hierarchy information,
textual descriptions, reviews, and even product images. Being on the firm side, they
will also have access to the universe of demand-side variables that were used in strategic
price-setting. Thus, they can confidently identify price sensitivities by assuming that
after conditioning on the available demand signals, the remaining variation in price is
exogenous. Moreover, the novel algorithms proposed in this paper will allow us to use
the rich item descriptions to index heterogeneous product-specific price sensitivities.
Unlike most existing demand analysis frameworks, we do not require the presence of
instrumental variables (e.g. cost or mark-up shifters) to identify demand elasticities. In-
stead, we assume that our possession of the universe of demand signals known to the firm
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allows us to project out the systematic component of a firm’s pricing rule and ‘discover’
events of exogenous price variation. Of course, such an assumption may not always be
realistic for economists that do not work at, or with, the firms of interest. But, given
this information, the Double ML framework facilitates valid identification by allowing us
to learn the control functions defined on these high-dimensional demand signals without
over-fitting. Moreover, this approach allows us to use all residual price variation to learn
price sensitives. We thus are likely to achieve much more precise estimation than BLP
type approaches who derive identification from a small number of cost shifters. This
precision will be of primary importance to an industrial practitioner looking optimize
future price and promotion decisions. Finally, BLP models may often derive identifi-
cation from markup shifters (e.g. sums of characteristics of competing products) that
impact a firm’s chosen price. However, these markup shifters (often referred to as “BLP
instruments”) are typically combined with an assumption of Bertrand-Nash rationality
in order to generate valid moment conditions and thus are of limited utility for a firm
assessing the optimality of it’s own pricing decisions.
The proposed Double ML framework for estimating demand elasticities is as follows.
First, we estimate reduced form relations of expected log price and sales conditional
on all past realizations of demand system (lagged prices and sales). This is purely
a prediction problem and we seek to maximize out of sample fit. Any additionally
available demand signals should also be used subject to the constraint of not using any
“bad controls” that might be impacted by the realized price decision.1 The residuals
from our price model (“price surprises”) may then be interacted with product, location,
or channel characteristics in order to produce a vector of treatments which can then
be regressed against our sales residuals in a second stage estimation. The resulting
coefficients then correspond to heterogeneous demand elasticities. Often, a researcher
may want to select a sparse model from a high-dimensional set of possible heterogeneous
effects.2 For such cases, we provide appropriate results on the use of Lasso as a second
stage estimator, or when inference is desired, we suggest a debiased Lasso (similar to
[Javanmard and Montanari, 2014]) to construct point-wise and simultaneous confidence
intervals for the estimates of elasticities.
There are several methodological innovations necessary to extend from the original
Double ML work to this real-world demand analysis scenario. The first concerns the large
1As an example, contemporaneous search volumes could be impacted by the choice to put a product
on discount and thus should be excluded from our first stage models.
2One such case may be when products are classified in a hierarchical structure and we may assume
that the majority of product types in a particular node of the hierarchy have similar demand elasticities.
Demand elasticities, modeled via such hierarchy, may have a sparse representation.
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number of goods (and therefore treatment effects) in our setting. [Chernozhukov et al., 2016]
shows the validity of Double ML only for the application of a second stage OLS esti-
mator to an asymptotically fixed number of treatments. Our first contribution is to
show that such estimates yield valid inference even if the dimensionality of treatment is
allowed to grow. If our first-stage estimates have rate o(N−1/4−δ) for some δ > 0, then
we may accommodate a dimension of treatment that grows at rate d = o(N4δ/3). This
result is presented in our Low Dimensional regime Section 3.2. Relaxing this require-
ment still further, we consider a High Dimensional Sparse framework, where we replace
second-stage OLS used in original Double ML by Lasso for estimation and a version of
debiased Lasso for inference. We show that the Lasso penalty is compatible with the
noise incurred in our first-stage. In particular, Lasso achieves the oracle rate and debi-
ased Lasso achieves the oracle asymptotic distribution. Moreover, the latter can be used
to test large number of hypotheses (which may be necessary for inference on elasticities
composed from coefficients on many heterogeneous treatments).
Another innovation of our method is the panel setting with item heterogeneity. We
adopt correlated random effects approach and model item heterogeneity using dynamic
panel Lasso ([Kock and Tang, 2016]), allowing for weakly sparse unobserved heterogene-
ity. Given the richness of our item descriptions, we find this to be a plausible assumption.
In case one is willing to make a stronger assumption of zero unobserved heterogeneity,
any ML algorithm can be used at the first stage.
Finally, we extend the original Double ML framework to allow for affine modifications
of a single residualized treatment variable. Applying Double ML to a high-dimensional
vector of treatments would typically require a separate residualization operation for
each treatment. However, in demand applications, all treatments will often be affine
modifications of price. For example, interaction of price with time-invariant observables
corresponds to heterogeneous own-price elasticities and leave-me-out averages may model
average cross-price effects within a product category. Example 2 gives more details
about such examples. As a result of affine construction, we need only train a first-stage
estimator for a single price variable, instead of each affine treatment separately. This
achieves better precision of the first-stage estimates and speeds up computational time.
We then apply our new estimators to the problem of learning price sensitivities for
a major food distributor. We posit a high-dimensional, log-linear demand model in
which a products’ sales may be impacted by a large number of treatments that allow
for a rich pattern of heterogeneous own and cross-price elasticities. We assume that
after conditioning on available demand signals, remaining variation in price is exogenous
and can be used for identification of price sensitivities. Usage of ML technique and
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access to all of demand-side variables observed by business decision makers validates
our identification. Finally, the distributor agreed to randomize prices across different
location, which provides external validity for our results.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes our partially linear
framework and gives some motivating examples. Sections 3 provide our main theoretical
results for the Low Dimensional and High Dimensional Sparse regimes. Section 4 dis-
cusses strategies and results for first stage estimation of treatment and outcome. Section
5 presents the empirical results from our work with the food distributor.
2 Econometric Model and Motivating Examples
2.1 Motivating Examples
Our paper provides a framework for analyzing a rich variety of examples, some of which
we illustrate below.
Example 1 (Heterogeneous Treatment Effects with Modeled Heterogeneity).
Consider the following measurement model for treatment effects:
Yit = D
′
itβ0 + gi0(Zit) + Uit, E[Uit|Dit, Zit,Φt] = 0 (2.1)
Dit = PitXit (2.2)
Pit = pi0(Zit) + Vit, E[Vit|Zit,Φt] = 0 (2.3)
where Yit is a scalar outcome of unit i at time t, Pit is a “base” treatment variable,
Xit = (1, X˜it) : EX˜it = 0 is a d-vector of observable characteristics of unit i, and Zit is
a p-vector of controls, which includes Xit. The technical treatment vector Dit is formed
by interacting the base treatment Pit with covariates Xit, creating a vector of high-
dimensional treatments. The set Φt = {Yi,k, Pi,k, Zi,k}t−1k=1 denotes the full information set
available prior to period t. In practice we will assume that this set is well approximated
by the several lags of outcome and base treatment variables. Equation (2.3) keeps track
of confounding, that is, the effect of Zit on Pit. The controls Zit affect the treatment Pit
through pi0(Zit) and the outcome through gi0(Zit).
In order to enable a causal interpretation for the parameters in the first measurement
equation, we assume the conventional assumption of conditional sequential exogene-
ity holds, namely that the stochastic shock Uit governing the potential outcomes is mean
independent of the past information Φt, controls Zit and contemporaneous treatment
variables Pit (and hence the technical treatment.) Equation (2.1) is the main measure-
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ment equation, and
β0 = (α0, γ
′
0)
is the high-dimensional parameter of interest, whose components characterize the treat-
ment effect via
∆D′itβ0 = ∆PitXitβ0 = α0
ATE
+X ′itβ0
TME
,
where ∆ denotes either a partial unit difference or a partial derivate with respect to the
base treatment Pit. We see that
• α0 is the Average Treatment/Structural Effect (ATE), and
• X ′itβ0 describes the so-called Treatment/Structural Modification Effect (TME).
It is useful to write the equations in the “partialled out” or “residualized” form:
Y˜it = D˜
′
itβ0 + Uit = P˜itX
′
itβ0 + Uit (2.4)
where
P˜it = Pit − E[Pit | Zit,Φt] and Y˜it = Yit − E[Yit | Zit,Φt]
denote the partialled out treatment and outcome, respectively. We assume that after
conditioning on Zit,
{{P˜it, Y˜it}Tt=1}Ii=1
is an i.i.d sequence across i. For each i, {P˜it, Y˜it}Tt=1 is a martingale difference sequence
by time.
A key insight of our orthogonal/debiased machine learning is that we will be able
to construct high quality point estimators and confidence parameters for both α0 and
the high-dimensional parameter γ0, by essentially first estimating the residualized form
of the equations above and then performing either ordinary least squared or lasso with
de-biasing on the residualized form given above3.
3This partialling out approach has classical roots in econometrics, going back at least to Frisch and
Waugh. In conjunction with machine learning, it was used in high-dimensional sparse linear models
in [Belloni et al., 2014] and with generic machine learning methods in [Chernozhukov et al., 2016]; in
the latter paper only low-dimensional β0’s are considered, and in the former high-dimensional β0’s were
considered.
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Example 2 (Demand Functions with Cross-Price Effects). Consider the following model:
Yit = D
′
itβ0 + gi0(Zit) + Uit, E[Uit|Dit, Zit,Φt] = 0 (2.5)
Dit = [PitXit, P−itXit] (2.6)
Pit = pi0(Zit) + Vit, E[Vit|Zit,Φt] = 0 (2.7)
where Yit is log sales of product i at time t, Pit is a log price, Xit = (1, Xit) is a d-vector
of observable characteristics, and Zit is a p-vector of controls, which includes Xit. Let Ci
be a set of products which have a non-zero cross-price effect on sales Yit. For a product
i, define the average leave-i-out price of products in Ci as:
P−it =
∑
j∈Ci Pit
|Ci| ,
The technical treatment Dit is formed by interacting Pit and P−it with observable prod-
uct characteristics Xit, creating a vector of heterogeneous own and cross price effects.
The Φt = {Yik, Pik, Zik}t−1k=1 denotes the full information set available prior to period t,
spanned by lagged realizations of demand system. In practice we will assume that this
set is well approximated by the several lags of own sales and price. Equation (2.7) keeps
track of confounding, that is, the effect of Zit on Pit. The controls Zit affect the price
variable Pit through pi0(Zit) and the sales through gi0(Zit). Conditional on observables,
the sales shock Uit is mean independent of the past information Φt, controls Zit, price
Pit and P−it .
Equation (2.5) defines the price effect of interest
β0 = (β
own
0 , β
cross
0 )
where βown0 and β
cross
0 are d/2 dimensional vectors of own and cross-price effect, respec-
tively. The change in own price ∆Pit affects the demand via
∆D′itβ0 = ∆PitXitβ
own
0
and the change in an average price ∆P−it affects the demand via
∆D′itβ0 = ∆P−itXitβ
cross
0
Let
βown0 = (α
own
0 , γ
own
0 ) and β
cross
0 = (α
cross
0 , γ
cross
0 ).
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We see that
• αown0 is the Average Own Elasticity andX ′itγown0 is the Heterogenous Own Elasticity
• αcross0 is the Average Cross-Price Elasticity and X ′itγcross0 is Heterogenous Cross-
Price Elasticity
It is useful to write the equations in the “partialled out” or “residualized” form:
Y˜it = D˜
′
itβ0 + Uit = [P˜itX
′
it, P˜−itXit]β0 + Uit (2.8)
where
P˜it = Pit − E[Pit | Zit,Φt] and Y˜it = Yit − E[Yit | Zit,Φt]
denote the partialled out log price and sales, respectively.
Note that the definition of P−it implies the very strong restriction that any two
products j and k have the same cross-price impact onto a third product i. This is
certainly an unrealistic depiction of cross-price effects. If (for example) we believed that
our products engaged in logit competition we might prefer to construct P−i,t ≡
∑
j 6=i ωj ·
Pj,t, with ωj proportional to the popularity of product j. However, our high-dimensional
framework enables us to consider many possible definitions of cross-price elasticities
effectively horse-racing different theories of competition. By contrast structural models
of demand rarely offer models of substitution at all different from that implied by a
simple logit demand model [Gandhi and Houde, 2016].
Example 2 illustrates the orthogonal machine learning framework for firm-side de-
mand analysis. Specifically, we view our reduced form equations as a best linear ap-
proximation to a true demand model in a short run, that business practitioners can
use to forecast the impact of planned price changes. The controls Zit contain product
information, lagged realizations of market quantities, and demand-side variables used
for strategic price setting. Conditional on the pre-determined information in Zit, the
residual price variation P˜it, can be credibly used to identify own and cross price effects.
A high-dimensional vector Xit summarizes rich product descriptions, time, and demo-
graphic information. Using the methods of this paper we are able to deliver high-quality
point estimates and confidence intervals for both average effects αown0 and α
cross
0 and
high-dimensional heterogeneous effects γown0 and γ
cross
0 by first estimating the residual-
ized form of the equations above and then performing either ordinary least squared or
lasso with de-biasing on the residualized form given above.
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2.2 The Econometric Model
Throughout our analysis, we consider a sequentially exogenous, partially linear panel
model
Yit = D
′
itβ0 + gi0(Zit) + Uit E[Uit|Dit, Zit,Φt] = 0, (2.9)
Dit = di0(Zit) + Vit E[Vit|Zit,Φt] = 0 (2.10)
where the indices i and t denote an item i ∈ [I] ≡ {1, 2, .., I} and a time period t ∈ [T ] ≡
{1, 2, .., T}, respectively. The variables Yit, Dit and Zit denote a scalar outcome, d-vector
of treatments, and p-vector of controls respectively. The set Φt = {Yi,k, Pi,k, Zi,k}t−1k=1
denotes the full information set available prior to period t. In practice we will assume
that this set is well approximated by the several lags of outcome and treatment variables.
Let the set of items I belong to M independent groups of size C :4
[I] = {(m, c),m ∈ {1, 2, ..,M}, c ∈ {1, 2, .., C}}
denote by m(i) the index of the group of item i = (m, c). When making asymptotic
statements in Section 3, we assume that cluster size C is fixed and the total sample size
N = MCT →∞, d = d(N), p = p(N)→∞ unless restricted otherwise. The parameter
β0 is our object of interest. We consider two regimes for β0: a low-dimensional (LD)
regime with d = O(N/ logN) and a high-dimensional sparse (HDS) regime d = d(N) >
N, ‖β0‖0 = sN = o(
√
N/ log p).
Now define the reduced form objects
li0(z) ≡ E[Yit|Zit = z,Φt] = E[Yit|Zit = z] (2.11)
di0(z) ≡ E[Dit|Zit = z,Φt] = E[Dit|Zit = z]
and the corresponding residuals
D˜it ≡ Dit − di0(Zit) (2.12)
Y˜it ≡ Yit − li0(Zit).
We will also use the notation D˜m,t = [D˜1,t, .., D˜c,t]
′ to denote a C×d dimensional matrix
of residuals and Um,t ≡ [U1,t, .., Uc,t]′ be a C×1 dimensional vector of disturbances,
corresponding to the cluster g ∈ G.
4The choice of the different group size Cg  C fits our framework.
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Equation (2.9) implies a linear relationship between outcome and treatment residuals:
Y˜it = D˜itβ0 + Uit, E[Uit|D˜it] = 0. (2.13)
The structure of all the estimators is as follows. First, we construct an estimate of the
first stage reduced form d̂, l̂ and estimate the residuals:
̂˜Di,t = Di,t − d̂(Zi,t) ̂˜Y i,t = Yi,t − l̂(Zi,t)
Second, we apply off-the-shelf LD (least squares) and HDS (Lasso, and debiased
Lasso) methods, designed for linear models with exactly measures regressors and out-
come. Since the true values of the residuals P˜it and Y˜it are unknown, we plug in estimated
residuals that are contaminated by the first-stage approximation error. Under high-level
conditions on the first stage estimators, we show that the modified estimators are asymp-
totically equivalent to their infeasible (oracle) analogs, where the oracle knows the true
value of the residual. These high-level conditions are non-primitive and require verifi-
cation for panel data. However, if the observable unit descriptions are sufficiently rich
to assume weak sparsity of unobserved heterogeneity as in Example 3, these conditions
hold for dynamic panel Lasso estimator of [Kock and Tang, 2016].
Example 3 (Weakly Sparse Unobserved Heterogeneity). Consider the setup of Examples
1 and 2. Assume that
gi0(Zit) = g0(Zit) + ξi
di0(Zit) = d0(Zit) + ηi
where g0(·) and d0(·) are weighted averages of item-specific functions gi0(·), di0(·), and
ηi, ξi is the time-invariant heterogeneity of item i in outcome and treatment equations.
Ignoring ξi, ηi creates heterogeneity bias in the estimate of treatment effect. To eliminate
the bias, we project ξi, ηi on space of time-invariant observables Z¯i:
λ0(Z¯i) ≡ E[ξi|Z¯i] and γ0(Z¯i) ≡ E[ηi|Z¯i]
We assume that Z¯i contains sufficiently rich item descriptions such that ai ≡ ξi −
λ0(Z¯i) and bi = ηi − γ0(Z¯i) are small. We impose weak sparsity assumption: (see,
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e.g. [Negahban et al., 2012]).
∃ s <∞ 0 < ν < 1
N∑
i=1
|ai|ν 6 s
N∑
i=1
|bi|ν 6 s
Under this assumption, the parameters to be estimated are the functions g0, λ0, d0, γ0
and the vectors a = (a1, .., aN )
′ and b = (b1, .., bN )′ . Section 4 describes an example of
an l1-penalized method by [Kock and Tang, 2016] that estimates these parameters with
sufficient quality under sparsity assumption on g0, λ0, d0, γ0.
2.3 The Panel Double ML Recipe
All the methods considered in this paper will involve some variation on the Panel Double
ML Recipe outlined below.
Definition 2.1 (Panel Double ML Recipe). 1. Split the data into a K-fold partition
by time index with the indices included in each partition k are given by:
Ik = {(i, t) : bT (k − 1)/Kc+ 1 6 t 6 bTk/Kc}.
2. For each partition k, use a first stage estimator to estimate reduced form objects
d̂k, l̂k by excluding the data from partition k (using only I
c
k).
3. Compute first stage residuals according to (2.12). For each data point i, use the
first stage estimators who’s index corresponds to their partition.
4. Pool the first stage residuals from all partitions and Estimate β̂ by applying a second
stage estimator from Section 3.2 or 3.3, depending on its regime of β0.
The recipe above outlines our sample splitting strategy. Step (1) partitions the
data into K folds by time indices. Steps 2 and 3 describe a cross-fitting procedure
that ensures that the fitted value of the treatment d̂it = d̂i(Zit) and outcome l̂it =
l̂i(Zit) is uncorrelated with the true residuals D˜it, Y˜it. Step (4) specifies our second stage
estimation strategy. In the LD regime, we use ordinary least squares as our second stage
estimator. In the HDS regime, we instead suggest Lasso for estimation and debiased
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Lasso for inference. 56
3 Theoretical Results
In this section, we establish the asymptotic theory of our estimators under high-level
conditions, whose plausibility we discuss in Section 4. We shall use empirical process
notation, adapted to panel clustered setting.
ENf(xit) ≡ 1
N
∑
(i,t)
f(xit)
and
GNf(xit) ≡ 1√
N
∑
(i,t)
(f(xit)− Ef(xit))
3.1 High-Level Assumptions
In this section, we provide high-level restrictions of our estimators. They consist of as-
sumptions on performance of the first-stage estimators (Assumption 3.1 and 3.2), stan-
dard identifiability (3.4), and light tails conditions on the true outcome and treatment
residuals Y˜, D˜ (3.5). In addition to that, we also assume Law of Large Numbers for
matrices that are sample average of a stationary process (3.3).
First we must suppose that our first stage estimators (d̂, ĝ) belong with high probabil-
ity to the realization sets DN and LN , respectively. Each of which are properly shrinking
neighborhoods of d0(·), l0(·). We constrain these sets by the following assumptions.
Assumption 3.1 (Small Bias Condition). Define the following rates:
mN ≡ sup
d∈DN
max
16j6d
(E(dj(Z)− d0,j(Z))2)1/2
lN ≡ sup
l∈LN
(E(l(Z)− l0(Z))2)1/2
∃D,L sup
d∈DN
max
16j6d
|dj(Zit)| < D sup
l∈LN
|l(Zit)| < L.
5This cross-fitting procedure corresponds to DML2 estimator of [Chernozhukov et al., 2016] . A more
popular alternative, known as DML1, requires computation of a separate estimator of β on each partition
k and returns the average over K final estimators. But Remark 3.1 of [Chernozhukov et al., 2016], shows
that DML2 has a finite sample advantage over DML1. In addition it is more computationally efficient for
large data sets. For this reason, all code and analysis in this project will use DML2, but similar results
could be obtained for DML1 or other similar sample splitting and cross-fitting patterns.
6The goal of partition by time is to ensure that every fold contains sufficient number of observations
for each item i. Alternative splitting procedures that output balanced partitions are also acceptable.
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We assume that there exists 0 < δ < 12 :
lN = o(N
−1/4−δ), mN = o(N−1/4−δ).
We shall refer to mN as treatment rate and to lN as the outcome rate, and to δ as
quality parameter.
Assumption 3.2 (Concentration). Let the centered out-of-sample mean squared error
of treatment and outcomes exhibit a bound:
√
NλN ≡ max
16j6d
|GN (d̂j(Zit)− d0,j(Zit))2| .P oP (1)
√
NλN ≡ max
16j6d
|GN (d̂j(Zit)− d0,j(Zit))(l̂(Zit)− l0(Zit))| .P oP (1)
Assumption 3.3 (LLN for Matrices for m.d.s). Let (D˜mt)
G,T
mt=(1,1) be a stationary process
with bounded realizations, whose dimension d = d(N) grows. Let
Q ≡ ED˜′mtD˜mt
‖END˜′mtD˜mt −Q‖ .P
√
d logN
N
Assumption 3.3 has been shown for the case of i.i.d case by ([Rudelson, 1999]). Com-
bining his arguments with blocking methods, we can show that that it continues to hold
under exponential mixing condition for panel data.
Assumption 3.4. Let Q ≡ ED˜′mtD˜mt denote population covariance matrix of treatment
residuals. Assume that ∃0 < Cmin < Cmax <∞ s.t. Cmin < min eig(Q) < max eig(Q) <
Cmax.
Assumption 3.5. The following conditions hold.
(1) ‖D˜mt‖ 6 D <∞
(2) Lindeberg Condition: E‖UmtU ′mt‖1‖UmtU ′mt‖>M → 0,M →∞
Assumption 3.4 requires that the treatments D˜mt are not too collinear, allowing
identification of the treatment effect β0. Assumption 3.5 imposes technical conditions for
asymptotic theory. Since a bounded treatment D˜mt is a plausible condition in practice,
we impose it to simplify the analysis. In addition, we require the disturbances Umt to
have light tails as stated in Lindeberg condition.
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3.2 Low Dimensional Treaments
In this section we consider Low-Dimensional (LD) case: d = o(N/ logN). We define
Orthogonal Least Squares and state its asymptotic theory.
Definition 3.1 (Orthogonal Least Squares). Given first stage estimators d̂, l̂, define
Orthogonal Least Squares estimator:
β̂ = EN [Dit − d̂(Zit)][Dit − d̂(Zit)]′])−1EN [Dit − d̂(Zit)][Yit − l̂(Zit)]′].
≡ EN ( ̂˜Dit ̂˜D′it)−1EN ( ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it)
≡ Q̂−1EN ( ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it),
where the second and third lines implicitly define estimators of residualized vectors and
matrices.
Orthogonal Least Squares is our first main estimator. As suggested by its name, it
performs ordinary least squares on estimated treatment and outcome residuals, that are
approximately orthogonal to the realizations of the controls. In case the dimension d is
fixed, it coincides with Double Machine Learning estimator of [Chernozhukov et al., 2016].
Allowing dimension d = d(N) to grow with sample size is a novel feature of this paper.
Assumption 3.6 (Dimensionality Restriction). (a) ∃C > 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2, .., d}|β0,j | <
C
(b) For the quality parameter δ > 0 defined in Assumption 3.1, d = o(N4δ/3)
Assumption 3.6 imposes growth restrictions on the treatment dimension. The first
restriction ensures that every components of the true treatment vector is bounded. The
second restriction d = o(N4δ/3) defines the treatment growth rate relative to the quality
of the first stage treatment estimator.
Theorem 3.1 (Orthogonal Least Squares). Let Assumptions 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 hold.
(a)
‖β̂ − β‖2 .P
√
d
N
+ dm2N‖β0‖+ lN
√
dmN +
√
d/N
√
dmN‖β0‖
Let Assumption 3.1 hold for the statements below. Then,
‖β̂ − β‖2 .P
√
d
N
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(b) For any α ∈ Sd−1
√
Nα′(β̂ − β) = α′Q−1GND˜itUit +R1,N (α)
where R1,N (α) .P
√
N
√
dmN lN +
√
Ndm2N‖β0‖+
√
dlN + dmN‖β0‖
(c) Denote
Ω = Q−1ED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜mtQ−1
Then, ∀t ∈ R and for any α ∈ Sd−1
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣P
(√
Nα′(β̂ − β0)
‖α′Ω‖1/2 < t
)
− Φ(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (3.1)
Theorem 3.1 is our first main result. Under small bias condition, OLS attains oracle
rate and has oracle asymptotic linearity representation. Under Lindeberg condition,
OLS is asymptotically normal with asymptotic variance Ω, which can be consistently
estimated by White cluster-robust estimator
Ω̂ ≡ Q̂−1EN
[ ̂˜D′mtÛmtÛ ′mt ̂˜Dmt] Q̂−1,
where Ûmt ≡ ( ̂˜Y mt − ̂˜D′mtβ̂). The asymptotic variance Ω is not affected by first stage
estimation.
3.3 High Dimensional Sparse Treatments
In this section we consider a High-Dimensional Sparse case d = d(N) > N . We state a
finite-sample bound on the rate of Orthogonal Lasso. We define a Debiased Orthogonal
Lasso and provide its asymptotic linearization. This allows to conclude about its Gaus-
sian approximation of a single coefficient (Central Limit Theorem) and many coefficients
(Central Limit Theorem in High Dimension).
3.3.1 Lasso in High Dimensional Sparse Case
Here we introduce the basic concepts of high-dimensional sparse literature. We allow
for our parameter of interest β0 ∈ Rd to be high-dimensional (d = d(N) > N) sparse.
Let sN be the sparsity of β0: ‖β0‖0 = sN . Let the set of active regressors be T ≡ {j ∈
{1, 2, ..., d}, s.t. β0,j 6= 0}. For a given c¯ > 1, let the set RE(c¯) ≡ {δ ∈ R : ‖δT c‖1 6
c¯‖δT ‖1, δ 6= 0} be a restricted subset of Rd.
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Let the sample covariance matrix of true residuals be Q˜ ≡ END˜′mtD˜mt. Let the
in-sample prediction norm be: ‖δ‖2,N = (EN (D˜′mtδ)2)1/2. Define Restricted Eigenvalue
of covariance matrix of true residuals:
κ(Q˜, T, c¯) : = min
RE(c¯)
√
sδ′Q˜δ
‖δT ‖1 = minRE(c¯)
√
s‖δ‖2,N
‖δT ‖1 (3.2)
Assumption 3.7 (RE(c¯)). For a given c¯ > 1, Restricted Eigenvalue is bounded from
zero:
κ(Q˜, T, c¯) > 0
Assumption 3.7 has been proven for i.i.d. case by [Rudelson and Zhou, 2013]. We
assume that it holds under plausible weak dependence conditions.
Definition 3.2 (Orthogonal Lasso). Let λ > 0 be a constant to be specified.
Q̂(b) = EN ( ̂˜Y it − ̂˜D′itb)2 (3.3)
β̂L = arg min
b∈Rk
Q̂(b) + λ‖β‖1
Orthogonal Lasso is our second main estimator. It performs l1 penalized least squares
minimization using the outcome residual ̂˜Y it as dependent variable and the treatment
residuals ̂˜Dit as covariates. The regularization parameter λ controls the noise of the
problem. Its choice is described below.
We summarize the noise with the help of two metrics. The first one, standard for
Lasso literature, is the maximal value of the gradient coordinate of Q̂(·) at the true value
β0
‖S‖∞ ≡ 2‖EN ̂˜D′i,t[ ̂˜Y it − ̂˜D′itβ0]‖∞
The second one is the maximal entry-wise difference between covariance matrices of true
and estimated residuals
qN ≡ max
16m,j6d
|Q̂− Q˜|m,j .
It summarizes the noise in the covariates due to first-stage approximation error. Both
quantities can be controlled by the first stage convergence and concentration rates in
Assumption 3.1 and 3.2, applying Azouma-Hoeffding maximal inequality.
To control the noise, the parameter λ should satisfy: λ > c‖S‖∞. Asymptotically,
for this to happen it suffices for λ to be determined by the following condition.
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Condition 3.1 (OPT). Fix a constant c > 0 to be specified. Let λ be chosen as follows:
λ = c
[
lNmN ∨ sm2N ∨ λN
]
Theorem 3.2 (Orthogonal Lasso). Suppose ∃c > 1 such that Assumption RE(c¯) holds
for c¯ = (c+ 1)/(c− 1). Let N be sufficiently large such that
qN (1 + c¯)
2s/κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2 < 1/2
(a) If λ > c‖S‖∞, ‖β̂L − β0‖N,2 6 2λ
√
s
κ(Q˜,T,c¯)
(b) If λ > c‖S‖∞ and RE(2c¯) holds, ‖β̂L − β0‖1 6 2λ sκ(Q˜,T,2c¯)κ(Q˜,T,c¯)
(c) Suppose λ is as in Condition OPT. As N grows,
‖β̂L − β0‖N,2 .P
√
s
[
λN ∨ lNmN ∨ sm2N ∨ σ¯
√
log d
N
]
(d)
‖β̂L − β0‖1 .P s
[
λN ∨ lNmN ∨ sm2N ∨ σ¯
√
log d
N
]
This is our second main result in the paper. The statements (a,b) establish finite-
sample bounds on ‖β̂L−β0‖N,2 and ‖β̂L−β0‖1 for a sufficiently large N . The statements
(c,d) establish asymptotic bounds on ‖β̂L − β0‖N,2 and ‖β̂L − β0‖1. Under small bias
and concentration conditions (Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2), the asymptotic bounds coincide
with respective bounds of oracle lasso (see e.g., [Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2013]).
The total bias of β̂L scales with sparsity s, not the total dimension d. This is a
remarkable property of l1 penalization. It forces β̂ − β0 to belong to RE(c¯), where the
total bias scales in proportion to the bias accumulated on the active regressors. This
ensures convergence of Lasso in the regime d = d(N) > N .
Remark 3.1 (Comparison of Baseline Lasso and Orthogonal Lasso in a Linear Model).
Suppose the function g(Z) in Equation 2.9 is a linear and sparse in Z:
g(Z) = Z ′γ, ‖γ‖0 = sγ,N = sγ < N
and the treatment reduced form is linear and sparse in Z
dk(Z) = Z
′δk, ‖δ‖0 = sδ < sγ , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d}
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In this problem, a researcher has a choice between running one-stage Baseline Lasso,
where the covariates consist of the treatments D and the controls Z, and the Orthogonal
Lasso, where the controls are partialled out first.
Let us describe an empirically relevant scenario in which Orthogonal Lasso has a
faster rate. Let the complexity of treatments be smaller than the complexity of the
controls:
s2 log d
s2γ log p
= o(1)
β̂L. Define Baseline Lasso as
Q̂(β, γ) = EN (Yit −D′itβ − Z ′itγ)2 (3.4)
β̂B = arg min
(β,γ)
Q̂(β, γ) + λβ‖β‖1 + λγ‖γ‖1
In case EDitZ ′it 6= 0, estimation error of γ̂ has a first order effect on the gradient of
Q̂(β, γ) with respect to β, and therefore, the bias of β̂ − β0 itself. Therefore, an upper
bound on ‖β̂B − β0‖1 of the baseline Lasso
‖β̂B − β0‖1 .P ‖γ̂ − γ0‖1 .P
√
s2γ log p
N
(3.5)
By contrast,
‖β̂L − β0‖1 .P sγsδ log p
N
+
ssδ log p
N
+
√
s2 log d
N
σ¯
Therefore, the estimation error of γ̂ has a second order effect on the rate of β̂L. Since
the complexity of controls is larger than the complexity of the treatment, the error of γ̂
determines the rate of both estimators. Reducing its impact on β̂L from first order in β̂B
to second order in β̂L by projecting the outcome and treatments on the orthocomplement
of Z gives rate improvement.
3.3.2 Inference in High Dimensional Sparse case
After we have established the properties of Orthogonal Lasso, we propose a debiasing
strategy that will allow us to conduct inference in HDS case. We will employ the following
assumption.
Assumption 3.8 ( Approximate sparsity of Q−1). Let Q = ED˜′mtD˜mt be the population
covariance matrix. Assume that there exists a sparse matrix M = [m1, ...,md]
′:
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m0 := max
16j6d
‖mj‖0 = o(1/[
√
Nm2N +
√
NmN lN ]) (3.6)
that is a good approximation for inverse of matrix Q−1:
‖Q−1 −M‖∞ .
√
log d
N
Assumption 3.8 restricts a pattern of correlations between treatment residuals. Ex-
amples of matrices Q satisfying Assumption 3.8 include Toeplitz, block diagonal, and
band matrices. In addition, if dimension d and the rate mN satisfy dNm
2
N = o(1), any
invertible matrix Q satisfies Assumption 3.8 with M = Q−1.
Condition 3.2 (Approximate Inverse of Q̂). Let a be a large enough constant, and let
µN ≡ a
√
log d
N . Let Q̂ = EN
̂˜D′mt ̂˜Dmt. A matrix M = [m1, ...,md]′ approximately inverts
Q̂ if for each row j ∈ {1, 2, .., d} ‖Q̂mj − ej‖∞ 6 µN
Definition 3.3 (Constrained Linear Inverse Matrix Estimation). Let M = M(Q̂) =
[m1, ...,md]
′ solve
m∗j = arg min ‖mj‖1 s.t. ‖Q̂mj − Id‖∞ 6 µN∀j ∈ {1, 2, .., d}
We will refer to M(Q̂) as CLIME.
Condition 3.2 introduces a class of matrices that approximately invert the covariance
matrix Q̂ of estimated residuals. By Lemma C.1, this class contains all matrices that
approximately invert Q (including precision matrix Q−1), and therefore is non-empty.
Within this class, we focus on the matrix with the smallest first norm, which we refer to
as CLIME of Q̂. Due to proximilty of Q̂ to Q, CLIME of Q̂ consistently estimates the
precision matrix Q−1 at rate
√
log d
N in elementwise norm.
Once we introduced an estimate of Q−1, let us explain the debiasing strategy in the
oracle case. Let β̂L be the (oracle) Orthogonal Lasso estimate of the treatment effect
β0 and U˜it := Y˜it − D˜′itβ̂L be oracle Lasso residual. Let j ∈ {1, 2, .., d} be the treatment
effect of interest and mj be the j’th row of the approximate inverse M . Recognize that
Lasso residual U˜it consists of the true residual Uit and the fitting error D˜
′
it(β0 − β̂)
U˜it = Uit + D˜
′
it(β0 − β̂)
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Therefore, the correction term
√
Nm′jEND˜itU˜it = m′jGND˜itUit︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sj
+
√
Nm′jQ˜(β0 − β̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆
where Sj is approximately normally distributed and ∆ is the remainder. By definition of
approximate inverse (m′jQ˜ ≈ ej), ∆ offsets the bias of Orthogonal Lasso up to first-order:
∆ ≈ √N(β0,j− β̂L,j)+oP (1). Adding this correction term to the original Lasso estimate
β̂L,j returns unbiased, asymptotically normal estimate:
√
N [β̂DOL,j −β0,j ] =
√
N [m′jEND˜itU˜it + (m′jQ˜− ej)′(β0− β̂L)] = Sj + oP (1/
√
N) (3.7)
Let us see that the debiasing strategy is compatible with first stage error. In presence
of the latter, Equation 3.7 becomes
√
N [β̂DOL,j − β0,j ] = Sj +
√
Nm′jEN [
̂˜Dit[Uit +Rit]− D˜itUit]︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆fs
+oP (1/
√
N)
Since the true residual is mean independent from first-stage approximation error, the bias
of the vector EN [ ̂˜Dit[Uit + Rit] − D˜itUit] is second-order. Small bias and concentration
assumptions (3.1 and 3.2) ensure that worst-case first-stage error is small
max
16j6d
|EN [ ̂˜Dit[Uit +Rit]− D˜itUit]| = √ log d
N
+ λN + m
2
Ns ∨ lNmN
To conclude ∆fs is small, let us see that the rows of matrix M are approximately sparse.
Each row mj can be approximated by a sparse vector m
0
j of sparsity m0 such that
‖mj −m0j‖1 . 2m0
√
log d
N . The sparsity of m
0
j suffices to conclude
∆fs =
√
N [m0j +mj −m0j ]EN [ ̂˜Dit[Uit +Rit]− D˜itUit]
= oP (m0[1 +
√
log d
N
][
√
log d
N
+ λN + m
2
Ns ∨ lNmN ])
= oP (1)
After we have explained the debiasing strategy, we proceed to definition of Debiased
Orthogonal Lasso.
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Definition 3.4 (Debiased Orthogonal Lasso). Let M be CLIME of Q̂. Then,
β̂DOL ≡MEN ̂˜Dit( ̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ̂L) + β̂L (3.8)
In case dimension d = o(1/[
√
Nm2N +
√
NmN lN ]) grows at a small rate, Assumption
3.8 is always satisfied: one can pick M = (Q̂ + γId)
−1 to be regularized inverse of Q̂.
This gives rise to a simple asymptotically normal estimator we refer to as Debiased
Orthogonal Ridge.
Definition 3.5 (Debiased Orthogonal Ridge). Let d = o(1/[
√
Nm2N +
√
NmN lN ]). Let
γ > 0, γ .
√
log d
N be a regularization constant. Define debiased Ridge estimator by
choosing M ≡ (Q̂+γId)−1, γ > 0 as a regularized inverse in Debiased Orthogonal Lasso:
β̂Ridge ≡MEN ̂˜Dit( ̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ̂L) + β̂L (3.9)
Theorem 3.3 (Debiased Orthogonal Lasso and Debiased Orthogonal Ridge). Let M be
chosen as in Definition 3.4 or 3.5. Let Assumptions 3.5, 3.4, 3.1, 3.8 hold.
(a) For any
j ∈ {1, 2, .., d},
√
N(β̂j − βj,0) = GNMD˜′itUit +R1,N,j
where sup16j6d |R1,N,j | = oP (1)
(b) Denote
Ω = MED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜mtM ′
Then, ∀t ∈ R
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣P
(√
N(β̂j − βj,0)
Ωjj
< t
)
− Φ(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (3.10)
Theorem 3.3 is our third main result. Under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, for all j ∈
{1, 2, ..d} β̂DOL,j and β̂Ridge,j are asymptotically linear. Under Lindeberg condition, each
of them is asymptotically normal with oracle covariance matrix
Ω = MED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜mtM ′.
This matrix can be consistently estimated by
Ω̂ = MEN ̂˜D′mtÛmtÛ ′mt ̂˜DmtM
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where Ûmt ≡ ̂˜Y mt − ̂˜D′mtβ̂L
In absence of first-stage estimation error (oracle case), any matrix M that approxi-
mately inverts Q̂ can be used to construct a debiased, asymptotically normal estimator.
For example, [Javanmard and Montanari, 2014] suggest variance minimizing choice of
M in oracle case. In contrast to their design, we have the first-stage bias to control for.
We achieve our goal by choosing sparse M .
Theorem 3.4 (Gaussian Approximation and Simultaneous Inference on Many Coeffi-
cients). Suppose the conditions in the previous theorem hold, and
√
NmN lN ∨
√
Nm2N =
o(1/ log d) holds in addition. Then, we have the following Gaussian approximation result
sup
R∈R
|P( (diag Ω)−1/2
√
N(β̂DOL − β) ∈ R)− P (Z ∈ R)| → 0
where Z ∼ N(0, C) is a ceneterd Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix C =
(diag Ω)−1/2Ω(diag Ω)−1/2 and R denotes the collection of cubes in Rd centered at the
origin. Moreover, replacing C with Ĉ = (diag Ω̂)−1/2Ω̂(diag Ω̂)−1/2 we also have for
Z˜ | Ĉ ∼ N(0, Ĉ)
sup
R∈R
|P((diag Ω̂)−1/2
√
N(β̂DOL − β) ∈ R)− P (Z˜ ∈ R | Ĉ)| →P 0.
Consequently, for c1−ξ = (1− ξ)-quantile of ‖Z˜‖∞ | Ĉ, we have that
P(β0,j ∈ [β̂DOL,j ± c1−ξΩ̂1/2jj N−1/2], j = 1, 2..., d)→ (1− ξ).
This first result follows as a consequence of the Gaussian approximation result of
[Zhang and Wu, 2015] for time series, and the second by the Gaussian comparison in-
equalities of [Chernozhukov et al., 2015], and Theorem 4.2 establishes a uniform bound
on ‖Ω̂jj−Ωjj‖∞. As in [Chernozhukov et al., 2013a], the Gaussian approximation results
above could be used not only for simultaneous confidence bands but also for multiple
hypothesis testing using the step-down methods.
4 Sufficient Conditions for First Stage Estimators
In this section we describe the plausibility of first stage conditions, discussed in Section
3.
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4.1 Affine Structure of Treatments
Here we discuss a special structure of treatments that allows us to simplify high level
assumptions of Section 3 and reduce computational time. Suppose there exists an ob-
servable base treatment variable P and a collection of known maps {Ωk = Ωk(Z) : Zp →
Rdp}, such that every treatment Dk = Ωk(Z)′P, k ∈ {1, 2, .., d} is an affine transforma-
tion of the base treatment. In case d > 1, an estimate of the reduced form of the base
treatment p0(Z) can be used to construct an estimate d̂i(Z) = Ω
k(Zit)p̂i(Zit). Lemma
4.1 shows the simplification of the conditions.
Lemma 4.1 (Affine Treatments). Suppose a first-stage estimator of pi0(Zit), denoted by
p̂(Z), belongs w.h.p to a realization set PN constrained by the rates mN , rN , λN . Then,
an estimator D̂(Z) of di0(Z), defined as
D̂k(Z) ≡ Ωk(Z)p̂(Z), k ∈ {1, 2, .., d}
belongs to a realization set DN that contains the true value of d0(Z) and achieves the
same treatment rate, mean square rate, and concentration rate as original p̂(Z), regard-
less of dimension d.
Lemma 4.1 shows that Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 about the technical treatment Dit
hold if and only if Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold for the base treatment Pit. Therefore, the
treatment rate and concentration rates are now free from dimension d. Both Examples
1 and 2 have affine treatment structure.
4.2 Dependence Structure of Observations
Here we discuss special structure of individual heterogeneity that allows us to verify
Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2. For the sake of completeness, we also provide example of cross
sectional data.
Example 4 (Cross-Sectional Data). Let T = 1 and (Wi)
I
i=1 = (Yi, Di, Zi)
I
i=1 be an
i.i.d sequence. Then, small bias condition (Assumption 3.1) is achievable by many ML
methods under structured assumptions on the nuisance parameters, such l1 penalized
methods in sparse models ([Bu¨hlmann and van der Geer, 2011], [Belloni et al., 2016b])
and L2 boosting in sparse linear models ([Luo and Spindler, 2016]), and other methods
for classes of neural nets, regression trees, and random forests ([Wager and Athey, 2016]).
The bound on centered out-of-sample mean squared error in Assumption 3.2 follows from
Hoeffding inequality.
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Example 5 (Panel Data (No Unobserved Heterogeneity)). Let {{Wit}Tt=1}Ii=1 be an i.i.d
sequence. Let the reduced form of treatment and outcome be:
di0(Zit) = d0(Zit)
li0(Zit) = l0(Zit)
In other words, there is no unobserved unit heterogeneity. Then, the small bias condition
is achieved by many ML methods. Assumption 3.2 holds under plausible β-mixing
conditions on Zit (see e.g. [Chernozhukov et al., 2013b].)
Remark 4.1 (Partialling out individual heterogeneity). Partialling out unobserved item
heterogeneity may be a desirable step in case one wants to model it in a fully flexible
way. However, applying the described estimators on the partialled out data leads to the
loss of their oracle properties in a dynamic panel model. In particular, plug-in estimators
of asymptotic covariance matrices of Orthogonal Least Squares and debiased Ridge will
be inconsistent.7
4.2.1 Weakly Sparse Unobserved Heterogeneity
Consider the setup of Example 2. Let the sales and price reduced form be
li0(Zit) = l0(Zit) + ξi
pi0(Zit) = p0(Zit) + ηi
where the controls Zit ≡ [Y ′i,t−1, Y ′i,t−2, ..., Y ′i,t−L, P ′i,t−1, P ′i,t−2, ..., P ′i,t−L, Xit] include
all pre-determined and exogeneous observables observed for item i, relevant for predicting
the reduced form,8 and ξi, ηi is unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity of product i.
Following Example 3, we project ξi, ηi on space of time-invariant observables Z¯i:
λ0(Z¯i) ≡ E[ξi|Z¯i] and γ0(Z¯i) ≡ E[ηi|Z¯i]
We assume that Z¯i contains sufficiently rich product descriptions such that ai ≡ ξi −
λ0(Z¯i) and bi = ηi − γ0(Z¯i) are small. We impose weak sparsity assumption: (see, e.g.
7Partialling out unobserved heterogeneity in a high-dimensional sparse model was considered in
[Belloni et al., 2016a].
8This specification of the controls implicitly assumes that conditional on own demand history, the
price and sales of item i are independent from the demand history of the other members of group gi.
If this assumption is restrictive, one can re-define the controls to include all relevant information for
predicting (Yit, Pit).
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[Negahban et al., 2012]).
∃ s <∞ 0 < ν < 1
N∑
i=1
|ai|ν 6 s
N∑
i=1
|bi|ν 6 s
Under this assumption, the parameters to be estimated are the functions l0, λ0, p0, γ0
and the vectors a = (a1, .., aN )
′ and b = (b1, .., bN )′. Assume that the price and sales
reduced form is a linear function of observables
l0(Zit) = E[Yit|Zit] = [Zit, Z¯i]′γY + ai
p0(Zit) = E[Pit|Zit] = [Zit, Z¯i]′γP + bi
where the parameters γY , γP are high-dimensional sparse parameters. Consider the
dynamic panel Lasso estimator of Kock-Tang:
(γ̂Dk , âk) =
∑
(i,t)∈Ick
(Dit − Z ′itγD − ai)2 + λ‖γD‖1 +
λ√
N
‖a‖1
and
(γ̂Yk , b̂k) =
∑
(i,t)∈Ick
(Yit − Z ′itγY − bi)2 + λ‖γY ‖1 +
λ√
N
‖b‖1
Let the respective reduced form estimate be:
p̂(Zit) = Z
′
itγ̂
D + b̂i
l̂(Zit) = Z
′
itγ̂
Y + âi
Remark 4.2 (Rate of dynamic panel lasso). In case C = 1, under mild conditions
on the design of (Yit, Pit)
GC,T
i=1,t=1 Theorem 1 of [Kock and Tang, 2016] implies that first
stage rates mN = lN =
log3/2(p∨I)s1√
IT
∨ s 1√
I
( λ√
IT
)1−ν = o((N)−1/4), where s1 is a bound
on the sparsity of γP , γY . If the weak sparsity measure of unobserved heterogeneity
s is sufficiently small, Assumption 3.1 holds. By Corollary E.1, one can always take
λN ≡ m2N = o(1/
√
N) in Assumption 3.2. We expect Assumption 3.1 to hold for any
cluster size C, but proving this is left as future work.
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Level 0
Category Drinks Household Items Other Food Protein
Level 1 Water Tableware Sweets Dairy
Categories Soda Sanitation Snacks Seafood
Adult Beverages Boxes Sugar Red Meat
Stationary Veggies Chicken
Table 1: First two levels of hierarchical categorization for products used in this analysis.
5 Empirical Application To Demand Estimation
In this section, we apply our estimators to measure own and cross-price elasticities faced
by a major food distributor that sells to retailers. This distributor provided us with
a sample of their transactional data containing all sales data from a number of major
branches and spanning approximately four years. The data consists of a weekly time
series of price and units sold for each of 4,673 unique products in each of eleven locations,
and for each of three delivery channels.9 In total, our data includes almost two million
weekly observations.
Furthermore, we have access to detailed product descriptions that we used to con-
struct a hierarchical categorization for each product which is then included in our dataset.
Our hierarchy goes up to five levels deep, but we will only provide names for the first
two levels (which we refer to as Level 1 and Level 2 categories). These are presented in
Table 1.10
The data contains frequent variation in price as products cycle on and off of promotion
on a regular cadence. Such variation in price may be correlated with expectations about
demand. So, it is critical that our first stage estimators accurately capture forward
looking expectations of price setters so that we are not be contaminated by endogeneity.
Such concerns are generally untestable. However, we also have access to a subset of
data in which the distributor agreed to randomize prices across two locations. This
randomization allows us to experimentally validate the elasticities learned in the broader
data set. This final analysis is presented in Section 5.3.
9Customers can shop online or via telesales for same-day, collection or next-day delivery, with each
such combination constituting a separate channel.
10In order to preserve any threat to the anonymity of the distributor, we have altered the names of
some of these categories (without changing meaning) and we will not report the names of any lower level
categories.
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5.1 Demand Model
Let each unique combination of product, delivery channel, and store be indexed by i
and let the corresponding log sales and log price in week t be denoted by Qi,t and
Pi,t, respectively. Let {Hk}Kk=1 be a collection of sets, corresponding to our hierarchical
categorization of the products. See Figure 1 for an example. Here H1 might correspond
to the set “Drinks” and H2 to the set “Soda”. Additionally, we may refer to different
levels of our hierarchy to identify some sub-collection of these sets. For example, Drinks
are a Level 1 category, whereas Water and Soda are Level 2 categories. Leaf nodes (e.g.
S. Pellegrino) are not individual products, but rather, the finest level of categorization
in which multiple products are still included.11
Drinks
Water Soda
Carbonated Water
Filtered Water Coke
Pepsi
PerrierTalking Rain
S. Pellegrino
Figure 1: An example of a hierarchical categorization that is used to classify products.
Leaf nodes should be viewed as the individual products and intermediate nodes at various
levels of categorization.
Our parameters of interest will be own-price elasticities (o) which will be estimated
heterogeneously over some subset of our hierarchy and cross-price elasticities (cp) which
11Individual products might then be (for example) different size or packaging of S. Pellegrino bottled
water. Pricing is done at the level of the individual product and so that is also the level of our modeling.
However, we will not model heterogeneous elasticities at the level of the individual product in this
empirical exercise due to computational constraints.
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will correspond to impacts of the average non-self price within various subsets of hierar-
chy.12 We may vary which subsets of our hierarchy our used in any given specification.
Formally, let Ξop and Ξcp denote the set of indices k used to model own and cross-price
elasticity, respectively, in any given specification. Then, formally, our demand model is:
Qi,t = Pi,t
 ∑
k∈Ξop
1i∈Hk · ok
+ P−i,k,t
 ∑
k∈Ξcp
1i∈Hk · cpk
+ g0(Zi,t) + Ui,t, (5.1)
where
P−i,k,t ≡
∑
j 6=i,j∈Hk Pj,t
|Hk| − 1
is the average non-self in group Hk. The controls Zi,t include time, store and product
fixed effects, and L lagged realizations of the demand system (Yi,t−l, Pi,t−l)i∈[I],l∈{1,2,..,L}
and suitably chosen interactions to maximize predictive performance of the first stage
ML models. Denote the reduced form of log sales and log price, respectively, by
li0(z) ≡ E[Qi,t|Zi,t = z]
pi0(z) ≡ E[Pi,t|Zi,t = z]
Let P˜i,t ≡ Pi,t − pi0(Zi,t) and Q˜i,t ≡ Qi,t − li0(Zi,t) be the corresponding residuals.
Intuitively, li0 and pi0 may be thought of as one-period ahead, price-blind forecasts and
Q˜ and P˜ as the corresponding deviations. Equation (5.1) implies a linear model on these
deviations:
Q˜i,t = P˜i,t
 ∑
k∈Ξop
1i∈Hk · ok
+ P˜−i,k,t
 ∑
k∈Ξcp
1i∈Hk · cpk
+ Ui,t. (5.2)
We estimate various specifications of this model using Orthogonalized Least Squares,
Orthogonalized Lasso, and Orthogonalized Debiased Lasso as described in Sections 3.2
and 3.3. Across specifications we will vary the number of hierarchical categorizations
included in Ξop and Ξcp in order to gauge the relative performance of our estimators
under varying dimension of treatment. We will also add terms to the regression that
enable us to measure heterogeneity in own-price elasticity at the monthly level in order
12This choice of treatment variable reflects the intuition that products who share many common levels
of hierarchy are most likely to have significant cross-price effects. It further imposes the structure
that strength of cross-price effects are constant within a group. Alternative, treatments could capture
different proposed structures. For example, a revenue-weighted average price would correspond to a
model in which consumers made choices based on independence of irrelevant alternatives within each
group.
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to check for seasonal patters in price sensitivity. Results for own price elasticity are
presented in Section 5.2 while results on cross-price elasticity are presented in 5.4.
5.2 Own-Price Elasticity Results
In our first specification, we estimate average elasticities across our Level 1 product
categories. We run a separate estimation on each Level 1 group and the only included
treatment variables are heterogeneous own-price elasticities that correspond to Level 2
categories. Since the dimension of treatment is quite small (d 6 4 in all cases), we appeal
to the results of our LD framework and use Orthogonal Least Squares. The resulting
estimated elasticities along with 95% confidence intervals are presented in Figure 2.
(a) Level 1 category: Protein (b) Level 1 category: Household Items
(c) Level 1 category: Other Food (d) Level 1 category: Drinks
Figure 2: Average price elasticities by Level 1 category as estimated by Orthogonal Least
Squares.
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Estimates range from the lowest (−2.71)∗∗∗ for Sodas and (−2.12)∗∗∗ for Seafood
to a meager (−0.4)∗∗ for Tableware.13 All product cateogries have elasticities that are
statistically less than zero and, besides Tableware, all product categories have average
elasticities less than −1.14
In our next specification, we estimate heterogeneous own-price elasticity across the
calendar year. Thus our treatments consist only of the own-price variable interacted
with dummies for each month. Figure 3 shows the resulting estimates. Unsurprisingly,
these estimates are significantly noisier and reveal only a few departures from a baseline
of constant price sensitivity.15 In particular, we do not see strong evidence of bargain-
hunting behavior during holiday seasons. This is broadly consistent with the findings
of [Chevalier et al., 2003], however that paper studies consumer purchases in a grocery
store rather than purchases from a distributor as we do. Somewhat intuitively, we did
find that the elasticity of sodas is slightly closer to zero during warm months, compared
to the rest of the year.16
Finally, we consider estimation of own-price elasticities at finer levels granularity
within our hierarchy. Each of our four Level 0 groups has between 40 and 80 leaf
nodes along which we might wish to estimate heterogeneity, with the number of total
observations per leaf node ranging from as many as 5, 000 to as few as 100. One option
is to use Orthogonal Least Squares with a separate treatment interaction for each leaf
node enabling us to learn independently estimated price elasticities. This would ensure
unbiasedness (ignoring upstream error from our estimation of reduced forms). However,
this makes no use of our hierarchical categorization and will result in very noisy estimates
for leaf nodes with few observations or little idiosyncratic variation in price. If we instead
suppose that the true impact of our hierarchy on product elasticity is sparse (i.e. that
presence in the majority of product categories has zero added impact on elasticity), we
have exactly the sparsity needed to motivate our HDS framework. As such we may prefer
to use Orthogonal Lasso or Orthogonal Debiased Lasso estimators.
For purpose of comparison, we use both of these estimators as well as Orthogonal
13***, ** and * indicates statistical significance at 0.99, 0.95, 0.90 level, respectively.
14The estimated elasticity of Soft Drinks is close to the elasticities of orange juice found in analysis of
publicly available data from Dominick’s Finer Foods. However, this data is on consumer purchases from
a retailer as opposed to the current analysis on retailer purchases from a distributor.
15The biggest apparent departure is that Household Items appear to be very inelastic during the month
of October. However, Household Items are a composite of two elastic Level 1 categories and one inelastic
Level 1 category (Tableware) and we believe this pattern is driven by a larger than normal fraction of
Tableware promotions in the October months of our data.
16The estimates presented above are obtained without accounting for cross-price effects. Accounting
for cross-price effects returned the estimates within one standard error of the original ones. For that
reason, we exclude cross-price effects from the analysis of deeper levels of the hierarchy.
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(a) Protein (b) Household Items (c) Other Food
(d) Soft Drinks (e) Water
Figure 3: Average price elasticities across months of the year calendar year as estimated
by Orthogonal Least Squares.
Least Squares to estimate heterogeneous own-price elasticities within the Level 1 category
of Protein. We consider three different specifications in which we vary the number of
levels of the hierarchy used to estimate own-price heterogeneity. Results are presented
in Figure 4. Going from left to right, we start with the Orthogonal Lasso which has the
greatest level of shrinkage (and therefore bias), then the Orthogonal Debiased Lasso (less
shrinkage), and finally Orthogonal Least Squares (no shrinkage). The first row of this
figure shows the distribution of estimated elasticities when only Levels 1 and 2 are used
to estimate heterogeneity. Here the dimension of treatment is relatively small (d = 22)
and as result, we see that the estimates of Orthogonal Least Squares are relatively
plausible and that our LASSO estimators are only slightly more compressed. However,
as we increase the dimension of treatment by adding all level 3 dummies (d = 62; see the
second row) and then all Level 4 categories (d = 77; third row) note that the distribution
of Orthogonal Least Squares estimates become increasingly dispersed and a significant
number of positive (and therefore implausible) estimated elasticities are observed. By
contrast, the distribution of estimated elasticities changes much less as the dimension of
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treatment is increased and even in the third row does not show any positive estimated
elasticities. This stability is driven by the progressively higher level of shrinkage selected
by our second stage Lasso estimator. By contrast, our Orthogonal Debiased Lasso strikes
a middle ground. It engages in significant shrinkage yielding less noisy (and therefore
often more plausible) estimates than Orthogonal Least Squares, but it must restrict
shrinkage, as compared to Orthogonal Lasso, so as to guarantee small asymptotic bias
and allow for valid confidence intervals.
To better visualize how the shrinkage of the Orthogonal Lasso and Orthgonal Debi-
ased Lasso impact our estimates, in Figure 5, we have plotted the estimated elasticities
and (except for the case of Orthogonalized Lasso) associated confidence intervals for 11
selected Dairy products. Note in all cases that the Debiased Orthogonal Lasso point
estimate is between the point estimates of Orthogonal Least Squares and Orthogonal
Lasso. This reflects the sense that Debiased Lasso is essentially a matrix-weighted com-
bination of OLS and Lasso as can be seen from (3.9). Moving from left to right, these
products are sorted in descending order of the width of their Orthogonal Least Squares
confidence interval. Note that when that confidence interval is wide, then the Debi-
ased Lasso confidence interval is clustered around the Lasso point estimate, but as the
OLS confidence intervals shrink, the Debiased Lasso estimate and confidence interval are
pulled progressively towards it.
5.3 Experimental Validation of Own-Price Elasticities
Collaborating with our food distributor, we selected 40 unique product, channel combi-
nations and agreed to run a two week promotion on each product in one of two locations.
These 40 products were selected as the products for which a price cut was estimated to
result in the greatest potential increase in profit, while maintaining constraints that they
span all major product categories and that not two chosen products were estimated to
have a significant cross-price relationship. For each product, the location of the pro-
motion was randomly determined and the alternative location maintained prices at a
baseline level.
For each of these 40 products, we then compute the own price elasticity implied by
this experiment as given by
̂exp =
(logQ1 − log Q̂1)− (logQ2 − log Q̂2)
logP1 − logP2 ,
where Qs, Ps are the level of sales and price in location s and Q̂s is an price-blind forecast
of expected sales. Additionally, we also compute ̂DML as the fitted elasticities from our
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(a) Histogram of own-price elasticities computed allowing heterogeneous elasticities
up through the second level of the hierarchy.
(b) Histogram of own-price elasticities computed allowing heterogeneous elastici-
ties up through the third level of the hierarchy.
(c) Histogram of own-price elasticities computed allowing heterogeneous elasticities
up through the fourth level of the hierarchy.
Figure 4: Histograms of own-price elasticity computed with various estimators and di-
mensions of treatment. Moving from left to right, the estimator used ranges from Or-
thogonal Lasso to Orthogonal Debiased Lasso to Orthogonal Least Squares. Moving
down the rows, the dimension of treatment increases as additional layers of the product
hierarchy are used to form heterogeneous treatments.
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Figure 5: Estimated elasticities (using categorical dummies up through Level 4) for
selected Protein Products.
Figure 6: Scatterplot comparing our estimated elasticities to experimentally validated
demand elasticities.
Double ML model and compare the two sets of elasticities in Figure 6. As you can see
the experimentally learned elasticities have much greater dispersion as they are learned
from only a single biweekly sales outcome. However, they have the advantage of being
learned from a randomly assigned prices and thus can be seen as a source of ground
truth to validate our broader estimates.
The mean of the two groups are statistically indistinct and the slope of the red line
is not different from one so we cannot reject the null that our estimated elasticities are
the true ones.
5.4 Cross Price Elasticities
In this section, we present estimates of average cross-elasticity within our Level 2 cate-
gories. A priori it is not obvious if we should expect to primarily find positive or negative
cross-price elasticities. Surely price cuts on one product may have competitive impacts
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Level 1 Level 2 Estimated Average
Category Category Cross-Price Effect s.e.
Drinks Adult Beverages 0.741∗∗∗ 0.246
Water 1.041∗∗∗ 0.149
Soft Drinks 0.637∗∗ 0.257
Protein Red Meat -0.582∗∗∗ 0.196
Dairy 0.018 0.210
Fish -0.520∗ 0.286
Poultry -0.429∗∗∗ 0.175
Other Food Sugar -0.705∗ 0.382
Sweets -0.458 0.397
Veggies -1.181∗∗ 0.506
Snacks -0.847∗∗∗ 0.354
Table 2: Cross Price Elasticity, Drinks
on similar products, but loss-leader effect occurs where price cuts on one (for example)
dairy product brings in customers who may buy a number of other dairy products. With
so many products to consider, precisely quantifying which may serve as such loss leaders
is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus on the aggregate question of which
effect predominates in a given product category.
We do this by running a separate specification of Orthogonal Debiased Lasso for the
Level 1 categories: Drinks, Protein, and Other Food. Referring back to (5.1), we choose
Ξcp to contain all Level 2 categories and we chose Ξop to contain all Level 4 categories
in order to ensure that we appropriately control for own-price effects.
The results for our cross-price coefficients are presented in Table 2. Interpreting these
numbers requires some care. Recall that our cross-price treatments are the average non-
self price in any particular set within our hierarchy. As such these numbers can be
interpreted to give the expected percentage change in sales of a particular Soft Drinks
product, if every single other single Soft Drinks product saw a 1% price increase. As
such the actual cross-price elasticities between any two products can be calculated by
taking the coefficient from Table 2 and dividing it by the number of products in the
corresponding Level 2 category.
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A Notation
Let Sd−1 = {α ∈ Rd : α′α = 1} denote a d-dimensional unit sphere. For a matrix
A, let ‖M‖ = ‖A‖2 = supα∈Sd−1 ‖Mα‖. For two sequences of random variables denote
an, bn, n > 1 : an .P bn ≡ an = OP (bn). For two numeric sequences of numbers, denote
an, bn, n > 1 : an . bn ≡ an = O(bn) . Let a ∧ b = min{a, b}, a ∨ b = max{a, b}. The l2
norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖, the l1 norm is denoted by ‖ · ‖1, the l∞ is denoted by ‖ · ‖∞, and
the li0 - norm denotes the number of nonzero components of a vector. Given a vector
δ ∈ Rp and a set of indices T ⊂ {1, ..., p}, we denote by δT the vector in Rp in which
δTj = δj , j ∈ T and δTj = 0, j 6∈ T . The cardinality of T is denoted by |T |. Given
a covariate vector xit ∈ Rp, let xit[T ] denote the vector {xit,j , j ∈ T}. The symbol E
denotes the expectation.
The generic index of an observation in it, i ∈ [I] := {1, 2, .., I}, t ∈ {1, 2, .., T}. The
set I consists of pairs {(m, c),m ∈ [M ] := {1, 2, ...,M}, c ∈ [C] := {1, 2, ..., C}}, where
the first component m = m(i) designates group number, and the second c ∈ [C] - the
cluster index within group. For a random variable V , the quantity vm,t denote a C-
vector vm,t = [v1,t, v2,t, ..., vC,t]. For a random d-vector V , the quantity vm,t denote a
C×d-matrix vm,t = [v′1,t, v2,t, ..., v′C,t]. The observations (Ymt, Dmt, Zmt))MTmt=1 are i.i.d
across m ∈ [M ]. Let N = MT be effective sample size. We will use empirical process
notation:
ENf(xit) ≡ 1
MT
MT∑
mt=1
C∑
c=1
f(xmct) =
1
MT
MT∑
it=1
f(xit)
and
GNf(xit) ≡ 1√
MT
MT∑
mt=1
C∑
c=1
[f(xmct)− Ef(xmct)] = 1
MT
IT∑
it=1
[f(xit)− Ef(xit)]
Recognize that this differs from regular cross-sectional empirical process notation, since
we are not dividing by group size C.Let us introduce the covariance matrix of estimated
residuals. Let
En,kcf(xit) :=
1
N
∑
(m,t):(g,c,t):∈Ick
f(xit) and Gn,kcf(xit) :=
√
N
N
∑
(m,t):(g,c,t):∈Ick
[f(xit)−Ef(xit)]
This operation defines sample average within a partition Ik and observations with index
c within their group . This ensures that observations entering the sample average are
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i.i.d across groups m ∈ [M ]. Let us introduce covariance matrix of estimated residuals
Q̂ ≡ 1
MT
IT∑
it=1
̂˜Dit ̂˜D′it
and true (oracle) residuals and the maximal entry-wise difference between Q̂, Q˜:
Q˜ ≡ 1
MT
IT∑
it=1
D˜itD˜
′
it
B Proofs
qN ≡ max
16m,j6d
|Q̂− Q˜|m,j
The following theorem follows from [McLeish, 1974].
Theorem B.1. Let {D˜mt, U˜mt}Nmt=1 be a m.d.s. of d-vectors. Let Assumption 3.4 and
3.5 hold. Let
Q ≡ ED˜′mtD˜mt
and
Γ ≡ ED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜mt
and
Ω ≡ Q−1ΓQ−1
and Φ(t) be a N(0, 1) c.d.f. Then, ∀t ∈ R and for any α ∈ Sd−1, we have
lim
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣P
(√
Nα′Q−1END˜′mtUmt
‖α′Ω‖1/2 < t
)
− Φ(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (B.1)
Proof. Let ξmt ≡ α
′Q−1D˜′mtUmt√
N‖α′Ω‖1/2 . Let us check conditions of Theorem 3.2 from [McLeish, 1974]:
(a) max16mt6N |ξmt| = OP (1)
(b) Eξ2mt1‖UmtU ′mt‖> . E‖UmtU ′mt‖1‖UmtU ′mt‖> → 0, → 0 by Assumption 3.5
(c)
∑N
mt=1 ξ
2
mt = ENξ2mt →p α
′Q−1ED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜mtQ−1α
α′Ωα = 1

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Proof of Theorem 3.1.
‖β̂ − β0‖ = Q̂−1EN ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it − β0
6 Q̂−1EN ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it ± Q̂−1END˜itY˜ it ± Q˜−1END˜itY˜ it − β0
6 ‖Q̂−1‖‖EN ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it − END˜itY˜ it‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
+ ‖Q̂−1 − Q˜−1‖‖END˜itY˜ it‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
+ ‖Q˜−1END˜itY˜ it − β0‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
Under Assumption 3.3, ‖Q˜−Q‖ .P
√
d logN
N . Therefore, wp→ 1, all eigenvalues of Q˜−1
are bounded away from zero. Indeed, suppose Q˜ has an eigenvalue less then Cmin/2.
Then, there exists a vector a ∈ Sd−1, such that a′Q˜a < Cmin/2. Then,
‖Q˜−Q‖ > |a′(Q˜−Q)|a > Cmin/2
Therefore, w.h.p. the eigenvalues of Q˜ are bounded away from zero. By Lemma D.1
‖Q̂− Q˜‖ .P dm2N . Therefore, w.h.p. the eigenvalues of Q̂ are bounded away from zero.
By Lemma D.1
‖a‖ .P [
√
dmN lN + dm
2
N‖β0‖+ λN ]
‖b‖‖END˜itY˜ it‖ .P ‖Q̂−1 − Q˜−1‖(‖Q‖‖β0‖+OP (1/N))
.P ‖Q̂−1‖‖Q̂− Q˜‖‖Q˜−1‖
.P [dm2N +
√
dλN ]‖β0‖
‖c‖ .P
√
d
N
‖β̂ − β0‖ .P
√
dmN lN ∨ (dm2N +
√
dλN )‖β0‖ ∨
√
d/N (B.2)
Step 2: Asymptotic Linearity Let
̂˜Y it = ̂˜D′itβ0 +Rit + Uit
where
Rit = (d̂i(Zit)− di0(Zit))′β0 + (li0(Zit)− l̂i(Zit)), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}
summarizes first stage approximation error.
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√
Nα′(β̂ − β) =
√
Nα′(Q̂−1EN ̂˜Dit ̂˜Y it − β0) (B.3)
=
√
Nα′Q̂−1EN ̂˜Dit(Rit + Uit) (B.4)
=
√
Nα′Q−1END˜itUit +R1,N (α) (B.5)
where
R1,N (α) =
√
Nα′Q̂−1[EN ̂˜Dit(Rit + Uit)− END˜itUit]︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
√
Nα′(Q̂−1 −Q−1)END˜itUit︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2
In Step 1 it was shown that the eigenvalues of Q̂−1 are bounded away from zero. By
Lemma D.1,
|S1| 6 ‖α‖‖Q̂−1‖‖
√
N [EN ̂˜Dit(Rit + Uit)− END˜itUit]‖ .P √N [√dmN lN + dm2N‖β0‖+ λN ]
By Lemma D.1,
|S2| 6 ‖α‖‖Q̂−1 −Q−1‖‖
√
NEND˜itUit‖ .P ‖Q̂−1‖‖Q̂−Q‖‖Q̂−1‖‖
√
NEND˜itUit‖
.P [dm2N + λN +
√
d logN
N
]σ¯OP (1)
Equation B.5 establishes Asymptotic Linearity representation of β̂. Theorem B.1 implies
Asymptotic Normality of β̂ with asymptotic variance
Ω = Q−1 ED˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜′mt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Γ
Q−1
Step 3: Asymptotic Variance Let Ûmt =
̂˜Y it − ̂˜Dmtβ̂ be estimated outcome dis-
turbances. Then, asymptotic variance Ω = Q−1ΓQ−1 can be consistently estimated by
Ω = Q̂−1Γ̂Q̂−1 where
Γ̂ = EMT ̂˜D′mtÛmtÛ ′mt ̂˜Dmt
Let Γ˜ = EMT D˜′mtUmtU ′mtD˜it be a oracle estimate of Γ, where oracle knows β0 and the
first stage estimates. Let ξit := D˜
′
itUit and ξ̂it :=
̂˜D′itÛit be d-vectors. Recognize that
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Γ̂ = EN ξ̂itξ̂′it and Γ˜ = ENξitξ′it. Recognize that
‖Γ̂− Γ˜‖ = ‖EMT [ξ̂itξ̂′it − ξitξ′it]‖
6 ‖EMT [ξ̂it − ξit]ξ̂′it‖+ ‖EMT [ξ̂it − ξit]ξ′it‖
6 ‖EMT [ξ̂it − ξit]2‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
sup
α∈Sd−1
(EMT (α′ξ̂it)2)1/2
+ ‖EMT [ξ̂it − ξit]2‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
sup
α∈Sd−1
(EMT (α′ξit)2)1/2‖
.P aOP (1)
Recognize that both ξ̂it and ξit are inner products of C summands.
ξ̂it − ξit = [
C∑
c=1
̂˜Dit[Ŷit − ̂˜D′itβ0 + ̂˜D′itβ0 − ̂˜D′itβ̂]
−
C∑
c=1
D˜itUit]
a = ‖EMT (ξ̂it − ξit)2‖ 6 C‖EN [ ̂˜Dit[Ŷit − ̂˜D′itβ0 + ̂˜D′itβ0 − ̂˜D′itβ̂]
−
C∑
c=1
D˜itUit]
2‖
.P ‖EN [ ̂˜Dit[Rit + Uit]− D˜it[Uit]]2‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
oP (1) by Lemma D.1
+ ‖β̂ − β0‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
oP (1)
= oP (1)
By Lemma D.1, ‖Q̂ − Q‖ .P dm2N +
√
dλN = oP (1). By Assumption 3.3, ‖Q˜ − Q‖ =
oP (1).
Ω̂ = Q̂−1Γ̂Q̂−1 = (Q−1 + oP (1))(Γ + oP (1))(Q−1 + oP (1))

Proof of Theorem 3.2. For every δ = β̂ − β0, δ ∈ Rd we use the notation:
‖δ‖2,N = (EN (D˜′itδ)2)1/2
and
‖δ‖
d̂,2,N
= (EN ( ̂˜D′itδ)2)1/2
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Q̂(β̂L)− Q̂(β0)− EN ( ̂˜D′itδ)2 = −2EN[UitD˜′itδ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
(B.6)
−2EN
[
Uit(di0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′δ
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
(B.7)
−2EN
[
(li0(Zit)− l̂i(Zit) + (di0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′β0)(D˜it)′δ
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
(B.8)
−2EN
[
(li0(Zit)− l̂i(Zit) + (di0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′β0)(di0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit)))′δ
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
(B.9)
By Lemma D.4, |b + c| .P D2
√
log(2d)
N + m
2
Ns‖β0‖2 + mN lN and |d| .P λN +
m2Ns‖β0‖2 + mN lN . Since a is a sample average of bounded martingale difference se-
quences a .P
√
s log d
N by Azouma-Hoeffding inequality. Therefore, with high probability
∃c > 1 λ > c[
√
s log d
N +
√
log(2d)
N + m
2
Ns‖β0‖2 + mN lN +λN ]. Optimality of β̂L and the
choice of λ imply:
λ(‖β0‖1 − ‖β̂‖1) > ‖δ‖2d̂,2,N > −λ/c‖δ‖1 (B.10)
Triangle inequality implies:
−λ/c‖δ‖1 6 λ(‖β0‖1 − ‖β̂‖1) 6 λ(‖δT ‖1 − ‖δT c‖1)
‖δT c‖1 6 c+ 1
c− 1‖δT ‖1
Therefore, δ belongs to the restricted set in the RE(c¯), where c¯ = c+1c−1 . By Lemma D.3,
δ ∈ RE(c¯)⇒
(1− (1 + c¯)
2
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
)‖δ‖22,N 6 ‖δ‖2d̂,2,N 6 ‖δ‖
2
2,N (1 +
(1 + c¯)2
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
)
‖δ‖22,N 6
‖δ‖2
d̂,2,N
(1− qN (1 + c¯)2s/κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2)
6 λ‖δT ‖1 1
(1− qN (1 + c¯)2s/κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2)
6 λ
√
s‖δ‖2,N
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)
1
(1− qN (1 + c¯)2s/κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2)
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‖δ‖1 6 ‖δ‖2,N
√
s
κ(Q˜, T, 2c¯)
6 λ s
κ(Q˜, T, 2c¯)κ(Q˜, T, c¯)
1
(1− qN (1 + c¯)2s/κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2)

C Inference in High-Dimensional Sparse Models
Definition C.1 (Orthogonalization matrix). Let µN : N > 1 be an o(1) sequence. We
say that a d×d-dimensional matrix M = [m1, ...,md]′ orthogonalizes a given matrix Q
at rate µN if:
‖MQ− I‖∞ 6 µN (C.1)
Denote by MµN (Q) the set of all matrices that orthogonalize Q at rate µN . We will
refer to it as orthogonalization set of M .
Lemma C.1 (Relation between orthogonalization sets of true and estimated residuals).
Let Q̂ and Q˜ be a sample covariance matrix of estimated and true residuals. Let and
MµN (Q̂), MµN (Q˜) be their respective orthogonalization sets with common rate µN . Then,
∀M ∈MµN (Q˜) that satisfy Assumption 3.8, with high probability
P(M ∈M(Q̂))→ 1, N →∞, d→∞
Moreover, since Q−1 ∈ M(Q˜)) by Lemma 6.2 of [Javanmard and Montanari, 2014],
Q−1 ∈M(Q̂)). Therefore, M(Q̂)) is non-empty w.h.p.
ge
Lemma C.2 (Asymptotic Linearity of β̂DOL and β̂Ridge).√
N(β̂DOL − β0) =
√
NMEN ̂˜Dit( ̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ̂L) + β̂L − β0 (C.2)
where ‖R1,N‖∞ .P
√
NλµN ∨
√
N [
√
smN + lN ](mNm0 ∨ λN )|T |
Proof of Lemma C.1.
|Q−1Q̂− I|∞ 6 |Q−1Q˜− I|∞ + |Q−1(Q̂− Q˜)|∞
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|Q−1(Q̂− Q˜)|∞ 6 max
16m,j6d
|Q−1j,· (Q̂− Q˜)·,m|
6 max
16j6d
d∑
i=1
|Q−1|j,i max
16m,j6d
|(Q̂− Q˜)i,m|
. m0qN
where the last inequality follows from Assumption 3.8 and Lemma D.2. By Lemma 6.2
of [Javanmard and Montanari, 2014] ,
P(|Q−1Q˜− I|∞ > a
√
log d
N
) 6 2d−c2 (C.3)
which finishes the proof.
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Proof of Lemma C.2. Let
Rit = (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′β0 + (l̂i(Zit)− li0(Zit)), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} (C.4)
summarize the first-stage approximation error, that contaminates the outcome . As-
sumption 3.1 implies a rate on the bias of Rit
(E[(di,0(Zit)− d(Zit))′β0 + (l(Zit)− li0(Zit))]2)1/2 6
√
smN ∨ lN
̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ0 = Y˜ it − D˜itβ0 + ( ̂˜Y it − Y˜ it)− ( ̂˜Dit − D˜it)β0
= Uit +Rit
and ̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ̂L = Uit +Rit + ( ̂˜Dit)′(β0 − β̂L)
β̂DOL = MEN ̂˜D′it( ̂˜Y it − ̂˜Ditβ̂L) + β̂L
= MEN [D˜it ± [ ̂˜Dit − D˜it]]′(Uit +Rit + ̂˜Dit(β0 − β̂L) + β̂L
= β0 +MEND˜
′
itUit + ∆U + ∆D + ∆R + ∆
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∆U = MEN [ ̂˜Dit − D˜it]′Uit = M K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
En,kc∆U,kc
∆D = MEN [ ̂˜Dit − D˜it]′Rit = M K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
En,kc∆D,kc
∆R = MEND˜
′
itRit = M
K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
En,kc∆R,kc
∆ = (MQ̂− I)(β0 − β̂L)
C.0.1 Step 1
Let m0j be j’the row of a sparse approximation of Q
−1 and let T := {k, (m0j )k 6= 0} be
the set of its active coordinates: |T | = O(1). Let δ = mj −m0j . Since Q−1 ∈ MµN (Q̂),
triangular inequality implies:
‖mj‖1 6 ‖(m0j )T ‖1 6 ‖(mj)T ‖1 + ‖(δ)T ‖1
‖(mj)T ‖1 + ‖(mj)T c‖1 6 ‖(mj)T ‖1 + ‖(δ)T ‖1
‖(δj)T c‖1 = ‖(mj)T c‖1 6 ‖(δ)T ‖1
Therefore, δ ∈ RE(2), that is ‖δ‖1 6 2‖δT ‖1.
C.0.2 Step 2: Covariance of Approximation Errors ∆D,kc
For any vector mj = m
0
j + δ,mj ∈ Rd,
(m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di0(Zit)))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a+b)2
6 2 [((m0j )′(d̂i(Zit)− di0(Zit)))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a2
+ (δ′(d̂i(Zit)− di0(Zit)))2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
b2
Applying En,kc(·) to both sides of inequality:
En,kc(m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2 6 2[En,kc(m0j )′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2]
+ 2[En,kc(δ′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2]
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Let Γ := EN (d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))′.
En,kc(δ′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2 = δ′Γδ 6 max
16j,k6d
|Γ|j,k‖δ‖21
6ii qN‖δ‖21
6iii qN4‖(δ)T ‖21
=iv OP (4qN |T |) = OP (4[λN + m2N ]]|T |) (C.5)
where (ii) is by Lemma D.2 , (iii) is by δ ∈ RE(2) (Step 1), and (iv) is by T is finite.
Assumption 3.2 implies:
EN (m0j )′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2 6 m0[λN + m2N ]
we obtain a bound for any j ∈ {1, 2, .., d}:
√
N |∆D,kc| =
√
N |En,kc[m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))]Rit|
6
√
N((En,kcm′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2)1/2(En,kcR2it)1/2
.P (
√
NmNm0 ∨ λN |T |)(
√
smN ∨ lN ∨ λN )
C.0.3 Step 3: Covariance of Approximation Error and Sampling Error ∆U,kc
Recall that ∆U,kc = En,kc[m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))]|Uit. Since Uit|(Dit, Zit)Nit=1] = 0, ∆U,kc
is mean zero.
E[En,kc[m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))]Uit|(Dit, Zit)Nit=1] = 0
√
N |∆U,kc| .iP [NE[∆2U,kc|(Dit, Zit)Nit=1]]1/2 .iiP [En,kc(m′j(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))Uit)2]1/2
.iiiP 4qNm0σ¯
where i is by Markov inequality conditionally on (Dit, Zit)
N
it=1, ii is by uncorrelatedness
of (Uit)
N
it=1 and iii is by Step 2 (Equation C.5).
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C.0.4 Step 4: ∆R,kc
Fix a partition k ∈ [K]. Conditionally on Ick,
E[
√
nEn,kc(m0j )′D˜itRit|Ick] = 0
(
√
N |∆R,kc|)2 .iP nE[En,kc(m0j )′D˜itRit|Ick]2 6 E[(m0j )′D˜itRit]2
6ii m0E[‖D˜it‖2|Ick, Zit]En,kcR2it
.iii m20(sdm2N + l2N + λN )
where i by Markov conditionally on Ick, (Zit)
N
it=1 and iii is by Equation C.4.
E[En,kcD˜itRit|Ick] = En,kc[E[Dit|Ick, Zit]Rit|Ick] = 0
Azouma-Hoeffding inequality implies
max
16j6d
|En,kcD˜j,itRit||Ick .P
√
log d
N
√
N |δ′En,kcD˜j,itRit| 6
√
N‖δ‖1 max
16j6d
|En,kcD˜j,itRit||
6
√
N2‖δT ‖1D
√
s log d
N
6
√
N2|T |
√
log d
N
D
√
s log d
N
Therefore,
√
N |∆R,kc| = oP (1)
C.0.5 Step 4: ∆
√
N‖∆‖∞ 6 ‖MQ̂− I‖∞‖β0 − β̂L‖1
.P 2
√
NµNλs

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C.0.6 Consistency of Ω̂
Let Ûmt =
̂˜Y mt− ̂˜Dmtβ̂L be estimated outcome disturbances. Then, asymptotic variance
Ω = MΓM ′ can be consistently estimated by
Ω̂ = MEN ̂˜D′mtÛmtÛ ′mt ̂˜DmtM ′
Let ξit := D˜
′
itUit and ξ̂it :=
̂˜D′itÛit be d-vectors. Recognize that Γ̂ = EN ξ̂itξ̂′it and
Γ˜ = ENξitξ′it. Let mj be the j’th row of M . Recognize that:
m′j [Γ̂− Γ˜]mj = EMTm′j [ξ̂itξ̂′it − ξitξ′it]mj
6 EMTm′j [ξ̂it − ξit]ξ̂′itm′j + EMTm′j [ξ̂it − ξit]ξ′itmj
6 (EMT [m′j(ξ̂it − ξit)]2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
)1/2(EMT [m′j(ξ̂it)]2)1/2
+ (EMT [m′j(ξ̂it − ξit)]2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
)1/2(EMT [m′j(ξit)]2)1/2
.P aOP (1)
Proof: Recognize that both ξ̂it and ξit are inner products of C summands.
ξ̂it − ξit = [
C∑
c=1
̂˜Dit[Ŷit − ̂˜D′itβ0 + ̂˜D′itβ0 − ̂˜D′itβ̂L]
−
C∑
c=1
D˜itUit]
a = EMT [m′j(ξ̂it − ξit)]2‖ 6 CEN [m′j
[ ̂˜Dit[Ŷit − ̂˜D′itβ0] +m′j [ ̂˜D′itβ0 − ̂˜D′itβ̂L]]
−
C∑
c=1
m′jD˜itUit]
]2
.P ‖EN (m′j [ ̂˜Dit[Rit + Uit]− D˜it[Uit]])2‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
oP (1)
+m0 max
16k,j6d
‖Q̂kj‖‖β̂L − β0‖21︸ ︷︷ ︸
oP (1)
= oP (1)
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D Supplementary Lemmas
Lemma D.1 (First Stage Error).
‖Q̂− Q˜‖2 .P dm2N +
√
dλN
√
N‖EN [ ̂˜Di,t[Ri,t + Ui,t]− D˜i,tUi,t]‖2 .P √N√dmN lN + dm2N‖β0‖+√NλN
‖EN [ ̂˜Di,t[Ri,t + Ui,t]− D˜i,tUi,t]2‖2 .P d2m2N‖β0‖2 + dl2N
Lemma D.2 (Bound on Restricted Eigenvalue of Treatment Residuals). Let
qN = max
16m,j6d
|EN [Q̂− Q˜]|m,j
qN 6m2N
Lemma D.3 (In-Sample Prediction Norm: True and Estimated Residuals). Let c¯ > 1
be a constant. Let δ ∈ Rp belong to the set RE(c¯)
‖δT c‖1 6 c¯‖δT ‖1
and assume 3.7(c¯) holds. Let qN be defined in Lemma D.2. If qN
(1+c¯)2s
κ(Q˜,T,c¯)2
< 1,
√
1− qN (1 + c¯)
2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
6
‖δ‖
d̂,2,N
‖δ‖2,N 6
√
1 + qN
(1 + c¯)2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
(D.1)
Lemma D.4 (Maximal Inequality for First Stage Approximation Errors ). Let d̂i(Zit), l̂i(Zit)
be the first-stage estimate of the treatment and outcome reduced form, and Uit is the sam-
pling error . Then, the following bounds hold w.h.p:
max
16m6d
EN‖(d̂m,0(Zit)− dm,0(Zit))(l̂i(Zit)− l(Zit))‖ 6 (λN + mN lN ) (D.2)
max
16m6d
EN‖(d̂m,0(Zit)− dm,0(Zit))(d̂i(Zit)− d(Zit))′β0‖ 6 (λN + m2Ns‖β0‖2) (D.3)
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In addition, by Azouma-Hoeffding inequality
max
16m6d
EN‖D˜i,m(l̂i(Zit)− l(Zit))‖ 6 (DL
√
log(2d)
N
) (D.4)
max
16m6d
EN‖D˜i,m(d̂i(Zit)− d(Zit))′β0‖ 6 (D2
√
log(2d)
N
) (D.5)
and
max
16m6d
‖EN |(d̂m,0(Zit)− dm,0(Zit))Uit‖ 6 (D2σ¯2
√
log 2d
N
)
E Proofs for Section D
The Proofs of Lemmas D.1, D.1, D.2 in cross-sectional case follow the steps below:
1. Decompose a term into KC summands, corresponding to K partitions and C
clusters. Within each cluster D˜it, Y˜it are m.d.s.
2. Equate the first-order bias to zero by orthogonality and conditional independence
3. Bound the first-order term by Markov inequality and conditional independence
4. Bound the second-order out-of-sample error by Assumption 3.2
Proof of Lemma D.1. Step 1
Q̂− Q˜ = EN (D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
+ (EN (D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′)′︸ ︷︷ ︸
a′
+ EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
Let
En,kcf(xit) :=
1
N
∑
(m,t):(m,c,t):∈Ick
f(xit) and Gn,kcf(xit) :=
1√
N
∑
(m,t):(m,c,t):∈Ick
[f(xit)−Ef(xit)]
The summation in each akc, bkc is by i.i.d groups m ∈ [M ] and time t ∈ [T ].
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a = EN (D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′ = 1
KC
K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
En,kc(D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
akc
b = EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′ (E.1)
=
1
KC
K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
En,kc(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
bkc
Step 2
E[akc|(Wit)i∈Ick ] = En,kcEZitE[D˜it|Zit, (Wit)i∈Ick ](d̂i(Zit)− d(Zit)) (E.2)
E[D˜it|Zit] = 0
Step 3
E[‖α′akc‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ] = E[‖α′En,kc(D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ]
=i
1
n
E[‖α′(D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ]
=
1
n
EZitE[(α
′D˜it)2|Zit, (Wit)i∈Ick ][‖di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit)‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ]
6 n−1Cmaxdm2N
where equality i follows from conditional exogeneity of errors D˜it across (m, t) ∈
[G,T ]. Markov inequality implies:
‖a‖ 6
K∑
k=1
‖akc‖ 6
K∑
k=1
sup
α∈Rk:‖α‖=1
‖α′akc‖ = OP (
√
dmN/
√
N)
Step 4
The bias of bkc attains the following bound:
‖E[α′bkc|(Wit)i∈Ick ]‖2 =
d∑
j=1
[E (α′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))j︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
]2
6
d∑
j=1
E(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))2j︸ ︷︷ ︸
EA2
E(α′(d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit)))2︸ ︷︷ ︸
EB2
6 (dm2N )2
Under Assumption 3.2
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‖α′(bkc − E[bkc|(Wit)i∈Ick ])‖|(Wit)i∈Ick ] .P
√
dλN
In case T = 1 (no time dependence), the Step 4(b) can be shown as follows.
Conditional variance of bkc attains the following bound:
E[‖α′(bkc − E[bkc|(Wit)i∈Ick ])‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ] 6 n−1E[‖(
̂˜Dit − D˜it)( ̂˜Dit − D˜it)′
− E( ̂˜Dit − D˜it)( ̂˜Dit − D˜it)′|(Wit)i∈Ick‖2|(Wit)i∈Ick ]
. d/N
Therefore, λN :=
√
1/N in Assumption 3.2.
‖Q̂− Q˜‖ = ‖a+ a′ + b‖ .P (dm2N +
√
dλN )

Step 1
[
EN [ ̂˜Dit[Rit + Uit]− D˜itU˜ it]] = EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Uit︸ ︷︷ ︸
e
+ EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Rit︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
+ END˜itRit︸ ︷︷ ︸
g
Let
En,kcf(xit) :=
1
N
∑
(m,t):(g,c,t):∈Ick
f(xit) and Gn,kcf(xit) :=
√
N
N
∑
(m,t):(g,c,t):∈Ick
[f(xit)−Ef(xit)]
The summation in each akc, bkc is by i.i.d groups g ∈ [G] and time t ∈ [T ].
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e = EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Uit = 1
K
K∑
k=1
En,kc(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Uit︸ ︷︷ ︸
ekc
f = EN (di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Rit = 1
K
K∑
k=1
En,kc(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))Rit︸ ︷︷ ︸
fkc
g = END˜itRit =
1
K
K∑
k=1
En,kcD˜itRit︸ ︷︷ ︸
gkc
Step 2. Conditionally on Ick,
E[ekc|Ick] = 0, E[gkc|Ick] = 0
Step 3.
nE‖ekc‖2|((Wit)i∈Ick) = EZit [E[(U˜it)2|Zit, (Wit)i∈Ick ]‖(d̂k(Zit)− dk(Zit))2‖|(Wit)i∈Ick ] 6 σ¯2dm2N
nE‖gkc‖2|((Wit)i∈Ick) = EZit [E‖D˜it‖2|Zit, (Wit)i∈Ick ](Rit)2|(Wit)i∈Ick ] 6 dl2N + d2m2N‖β0‖2
Step 4. Conditionally on Ick,
E[‖fkc‖|Ick] 6 dm2N‖β0‖+
√
dmN lN
√
n(fkc − E[fkc|((Wit)i∈Ick ]|((Wit)i∈Ick ] 6
√
nλN
√
d
Markov inequality implies:
√
nekc = oP (σ¯
√
dmN ),√
nfkc = oP (
√
N
√
dmN lN +
√
Ndm2N‖β0‖+
√
dλ′N ),√
ngkc = oP (
√
dlN + dmN‖β0‖)
By Markov inequality,
‖EN [ ̂˜Dit[Rit + Uit]− D˜itUit]2‖ .P ‖EN [[ ̂˜Dit − D˜it]Rit]2‖+ ‖EN [[ ̂˜Dit − D˜it]Uit]2‖
+ ‖END˜2itR2it‖
. [dm2N‖β0‖2 + l2N ]dD2 + dm2N σ¯2
Proof of Lemma D.2. Let (akc)
K
k=1, (bkc)
K
k=1 be as defined in (Proof E). The errors are
computed on k ∈ [K] partition for the cluster c ∈ [C]
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Step 1
Q̂− Q˜ = 1
KC
K∑
k=1
C∑
c=1
[En,kc(D˜it)(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
akc
+a′kc (E.3)
+ En,kc(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))′︸ ︷︷ ︸
bkc
] (E.4)
Step 2
E[akc|{Zit, (Wit)i∈Ick}] = 0
Step 3 By definition of mN ,
max
16m,j6d
E[|bkc||(Wit)i∈Ick ]m,j = max16m,j6d |E[(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))(di,0(Zit)− d̂i(Zit))
′|(Wit)i∈Ick ]|m,j
6 m2N
Step 4 Fix the hold-out sample Ick. Conditionally on I
c
k, akc is mean zero d×d matrix
with bounded entries. Azouma-Hoeffding inequality for martingale difference sequence
implies:
E[ max
16m,j6d2
|Enakc|m,j |(Wit)i∈Ick ] 6 D2
√
log(2d2)
N
Assumption 3.2 implies
E[ max
16m,j6d2
|Enbkc − E[bkc|(Wit)i∈Ick ]|m,j |(Wit)i∈Ick ] 6 λN
max
16m,j6d2
|Enakc|m,j = OP (D2
√
log(2d2)
N
)
max
16m,j6d2
|Enbkc − E[bkc|(Wit)i∈Ick ]|m,j = λN
max
16m,j6d
|a+ a′ + b|m,j 6
K∑
k=1
max
16m,j6d
|akc + a′kc + bkc|m,j
.P K[m2N +D2
√
log(2d2)/N + λN ]
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Proof of Lemma D.3. For every δ = β̂ − β0, δ ∈ Rd we use the notation:
‖δ‖2,N = (EN (D˜′itδ)2)1/2
and the in-sample predition error with respect to estimated residuals by
‖δ‖
d̂,2,N
= (EN ( ̂˜D′itδ)2)1/2
The bound on the difference between ‖δ‖2
d̂,2,N
and ‖δ‖22,N is as follows:
|‖δ‖2
d̂,2,N
− ‖δ‖22,N | = δ′|EN ̂˜Dit ̂˜D′it − END˜itD˜′it|δ
> −qN‖δ‖21
By definition of RE(c¯), forall δ ∈ RE(c¯) the following holds:
|‖δ‖2
d̂,2,N
− ‖δ‖22,N | > −qN‖δ‖21
> −qN ((1 + c¯)|δT |1)2
> −qN (1 + c¯)
2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
‖δ‖22,N
Therefore, √
1− qN (1 + c¯)
2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
6
‖δ‖
d̂,2,N
‖δ‖2,N 6
√
1 + qN
(1 + c¯)2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
This implies a bound on κ(Q̂, T, c¯):
κ(Q̂, T, c¯) : = min
δ∈RE(c¯)
√
s‖δ‖
d̂,2,N
‖δT ‖1
6 min
δ∈RE(c¯)
√
s‖δ‖2,N
‖δT ‖1
√
1 + qN
(1 + c¯)2s
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2
⇒
√
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2 − (1 + c¯)2s 6 κ(Q̂, T, c¯) 6
√
κ(Q˜, T, c¯)2 + (1 + c¯)2s

Proof of Lemma D.4. Let ̂˜Y it = ̂˜D′itβ0 +Rit + Uit
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where
Rit = (d̂i(Zit)− di,0(Zit))′β0 + (l0(Zit)− l̂i(Zit)), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}
summarizes first stage approximation error.
Step 1 Define the following quantities:
ek,m = En,kc(d̂m,0(Zit)− dm,0(Zit))Uit
fk,m = En,kc(d̂m,0(Zit)− dm,0(Zit))Rit
gk,m = En,kcD˜itRit
Step 2 Conditionally on Ick, E[ek,m|Ick] = 0 ∀k ∈ [K],m ∈ [d], E[gk,m|Ick] = 0 .
Step 3 Conditionally on Ick,
E[fk,m|Ick] 6 sup
(d,l)∈(DN ,LN )
max
16m6d
(E(dm(Zit)− di,0(Zit))2)1/2(E(Rit)2)1/2
6 mN [mN
√
s ∨ lN ]
Step 4 Conditionally on Ick, the terms ekc, gkc and demeaned term (fk,m)
0 = fk,m −
E[fk,m|Ick] are bounded by maximal inequality for conditional expectation. Since the
bound in RHS does not depend on Ick, the bound is also unconditional.
E[ max
16m6d
‖ek,m‖|Ick] = O(σ¯D
√
log d
N
),
E[ max
16m6d
‖(fk,m)0‖|Ick] = O(λN ),
E[ max
16m6d
‖gk,m‖|Ick] = O([D2s+DL]
√
log d
N
)
Therefore,
E[ max
16m6d
‖em‖] = O(σ¯D
√
log d
N
),
E[ max
16m6d
‖(fm)0‖] = O([D2s+DL]
√
log d
N
),
E[ max
16m6d
‖gm‖|] = O(λN )

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Definition E.1 (First Stage Lasso-Panel). Let ηY = [ηY1 , ..., η
Y
N ]
′ and ηD = [ηD1 , ..., ηDN ]
′
be vector of individual heterogeneity parameters in outcome (Equation 2.1) and treatment
(Equation 2.3), respectively. For every index k in the set of partition indices [K] , let
Q̂k(α
D, γD, ηD) =
∑
(i,t)∈Ick
(Di,t − Z ′i,tγD − ηDit )2 (E.5)
(α̂Dk , γ̂
D
k , η̂
D
k ) = arg min Q̂k(α
D, γD, ηD) + λD‖γD‖1 + λD√
N
‖ηD‖1 (E.6)
Q̂k(α
Y , γY , ηY ) =
∑
(i,t)∈Ick
(Yi,t − Z ′i,tγY − ηYit )2 (E.7)
(α̂Yk , γ̂
Y
k , η̂
Y
k , β̂) = arg min Q̂k(α
Y , γY , ηY , β) + λY ‖γY ‖1 + λY√
N
‖ηY ‖1 (E.8)
Let sηY , sηD , sγY , sγD denote the sparsity indices of η
Y , ηD, γY , γD, respectively.
Theorem E.1 (Rate of First Stage Lasso-Panel). Let λD = λY = ((4MN log(p ∨
N))3)1/2 for each partition k ∈ [K]. By Theorem 1 from [Kock and Tang, 2016] the
following rates hold with high probability:
‖η̂Dk − ηD0 ‖1 .P
λDsηD
κ22
√
NT
‖η̂Yk − ηY0 ‖1 .P
λY sηY
κ22
√
NT
‖γ̂Yk − γY0 ‖1 .P
λY sγY
κ22N
‖γ̂Dk − γD0 ‖1 .P
λDsγD
κ22N
Corollary E.1 (Convergence of approximation error). Suppose the components controls
Zi,t are a.s. bounded:
‖Zi,t‖∞ 6 CZ
Then, the following out-of-sample squared approximation error of treatment and outcome
reduced form exhibits the following bound:
EN (p̂k(Zi,t)− p0(Zi,t))2 .P
max(s2
γD
, s2
ηD
) log3(p ∨N)
N
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and
EN (l̂k(Zi,t)− l0(Zi,t))2 .P
max(s2
γY
, s2
ηY
) log3(p ∨N)
N
Denote
√
dmN =
max(sγD , sηD) log
3/2(p ∨N)√
N
and
lN =
max(sγY , sηY ) log
3/2(p ∨N)√
N
Proof of Corollary E.1. Fix a partition k ∈ [K].The choice of λD = λY = √N log(p ∨N)
yields the following bound:
akc =
1
N
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(d̂k(Zi,t)− d0(Zi,t))2 = 1
N
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(Zi,t(γ̂
D − γD0 ) + η̂it − ηit)2
6 2
N
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(Zi,t(γ̂
D − γD0 ))2 + ‖η̂D − ηD0 ‖22/N
6 2‖Zi,t‖∞‖γ̂D − γD0 ‖21 + ‖η̂D − ηD0 ‖22/N
6 ‖Zi,t‖∞
2λDs2
γD
κ22(N)
2
+
λDs2
γD
κ22(N)
2
.P dm2N
bkc =
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(l̂k(Zi,t)− l0(Zi,t))2 = 1
N
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(Zi,t(γ̂
Y − γY0 ) + η̂Yit − ηYit )2
6 2
N
∑
(i,t)∈Ik
(Zi,t(γ̂
Y − γY0 ))2 + ‖η̂Y − ηY0 ‖22/N
6 2‖Zi,t‖∞‖γ̂Y − γY0 ‖21 + ‖η̂Y − ηY0 ‖22/N
6 ‖Zi,t‖∞
2λY s2
γY
κ22(N)
2
+
λY s2
γY
κ22(N)
2
.P l2N
Since K is a fixed finite number,
∑K
k=1 akc .P dm2N and
∑K
k=1 bkc .P l2N

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F Supplementary Statements without Proof
Example 6 (Smooth Function). Let D be a scalar variable. Suppose the regression
function E[Y |Z,D] is additively separable in D and controls Z:
Y = m0(D) + g0(Z) + U, E[U |Z,D] = 0
where the target function m0 ∈ Σ(X , s) belongs to Holder s-smoothness class. Let
the series terms {pm(·)}dm=1 with the sup-norm ξd ≡ supD∈D ‖p(D)‖2. Define β0 as best
linear predimor of m0:
m0(D) =
d∑
m=1
pm(D)
′β0 + V, Ep(Di,t)Vi,t = 0
where V is design approximation error with L2 rate rd → 0, d→∞. Then, replacing
Assumption 3.6 by a modified growth condition
ξ2d logN
N = o(1) yields the following L
2
rate on m̂(D) =
∑d
m=1 pm(D)
′β̂:
‖β̂ − β‖2 .P
√
d
N
+ dm2N‖β0‖+ lN
√
dmN +
√
d/N
√
dmN‖β0‖+ rd
‖m̂−m‖F,2 .P
√
d
N
+ dm2N‖β0‖+ lN
√
dmN +
√
d/N
√
dmN‖β0‖+ rd
Remark F.1 (Double Robustness in DML framework). Orthogonal Least Squares is
not doubly robust, since it places quality requirements on each of the treatment and
outcome rates. In case one of the treatment or outcome reduced form is misspecified
(
√
dmN 6→ 0 or lN 6→ 0), the estimator is inconsistent. A less stringent requirement is
to ask for at least one regression to be correctly specified, namely:
lN
√
dmN = o(1)
This property is called double robustness . A doubly robust version of DML estimator
can be obtained as follows:
Definition F.1 (Doubly Robust DML (DRDML)). Let (Wi,t)
N
i=1 = (Yi,t, Di,t, Zi,t)
N
i=1 be
a random sample from law PN . Let the estimated values (d̂(Zi,t), l̂(Zi,t))
N
i=1 satisfy 3.1.
Define Doubly Robust DML estimator:
β̂DR = β̂DR,(d̂,l̂) = (EN [Di,t − d̂(Zi,t)]Di,t]′])−1EN [Di,t − d̂(Zi,t)][Yi,t − l̂(Zi,t)]′]
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Theorem F.1 (Rate of DRDML). Let Assumptions 3.1,3.2, 3.4, 3.3, 3.5 hold. Assume
there is no approximation error R = 0. Then, w.p. → 1,
‖β̂DR − β‖2 .P lN
√
dmN +
√
d
N
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